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Prices Reduced! Great Values!

Travel/Food & Wine/Art/Nature/Poetry

New Low Price On A Bored Feet Classic!
Now with 2017 Updates!
The Mendocino Coast

Glove Box Guide, 3rd Edition

LODGINGS, EATERIES, SIGHTS, HISTORY, ACTIVITIES & MORE

by Bob Lorentzen
Our bestselling guide to the scenic and cultural treasures of the Mendocino
Coast was thoroughly revised and updated in this authoritative third edition. The
text weaves local history and anecdote with road notes to chronicle in loving detail
the journey as well as the destinations. Each of the coast’s dozen communities is
richly described in its own section, providing everything visitors might want to know,
with gateway towns also detailed. No other book provides this depth of listings for
lodgings and food, plus things to do and see. The third edition updates the multitude
of changes to this wonderful travel destination.
The history and general travel info in the Glove Box Guide have aged extremely well in the 14 years since we published
the 3rd Edition of Mendocino’s only locally produced travel guide. The listings of lodgings and eateries have aged not so well.
Such things are always changing in an area with such a small population. And sales have slowed accordingly for the Glove
Box Guide, not to mention travel guides in general. We strongly believe it is still a guide well worth having in your library
and/or your glove box. Since we still have a bunch in our inventory, we are happy to reduce the price 43%, making it once
again a great value, especially with our insert of Updates to May 2017. There you will find new eateries and lodgings of note.
256 pages, 5½” x 8½”, full-color cover, 60 historical photographs, 19 other illustrations, 8 maps, index, bibliography, 2003.
ISBN 978-0-939431-29-8
		
Originally publish at $17.50 Now only $9.95 trade paper

Sonoma Picnic

A CALIFORNIA WINE COUNTRY TRAVEL COMPANION

Visual Guide
to Native &
Naturalized
Coastal
County
Plants from
Santa
Cruz to
Mendocino
by George Pikkarainen
Great bargain on this innovative
pocket-size guide to 520 species of
plants—ferns, annuals, perennials,
shrubs and trees. Thousands of small
color photos aid identification of the
plants you’ll find in coastal California.
228 pages, 4¼” x 7¾”, full-color cover and
text, 2720 small full-color photographs, 2
maps, indexes of Latin and common names,
2002. Published by Pikkdata.
ISBN 978-0-971841-4-0-6
Originally published at $16.95

Now only $11.95 trade paper

by Jack Burton
Guide to outdoor meals leads wine buffs to outdoor feasts in Sonoma’s gorgeous
rolling hills and valleys. Food shops, farmers markets, wineries with provisions and picnic
facilities are detailed. Includes menus, recipes, diversions, tales of legendary revels, much
more.
168 pages, 4” x 9”, two-color cover, maps, photographs, illustrations, index, 2000.
ISBN 978-0-939431-22-9 Was $15 .00 Now only $9.95 trade paper

Wood, Water,
Air & Fire

THE ANTHOLOGY OF
MENDOCINO
WOMEN POETS

Edited by Sharon Doubiago,
Devreaux Baker
and Susan Maeder

Napa Valley Picnic

A CALIFORNIA WINE COUNTRY TRAVEL COMPANION

by Jack Burton and Ken Stanton

Mendocino County has long
Insider’s guide to famous heart of California Wine Country highlights Napa’s best. From food shops and farmers been a haven for poetry and the
markets to exploring back roads and parks to finding the best wineries for tastings and picnics chosen by two experts. arts. Enticing, moving book collects
Plus picnic recipes and tips, local lore and diversions, much more.
works by 63 distinctive voices of
rich and varied emotional tone,
168 pages, 4” x 9”, full-color cover, maps, photographs, illustrations, index, 2002.
including ruth weiss, Lydia Rand
ISBN 978-0-939431-26-7 Originally published at $15.00 Now only $9.95 trade paper
and Julia Butterfly Hill. The poets,
ranging in age from 14 to 88, present
Olaf Palm: A Life in Art
works arising from spirit of place
by Irene D. Thomas
that explore intimate personal
Lavishly illustrated biography of West Coast artist Olaf Palm (1935-2000) collects
experience, a fascinating tapestry of
a broad sample of his diverse works, with excerpts from his journals and letters, plus
rural lives.
reminiscences of some who knew and loved him. While Palm chose the Mendocino coast
336 pages, 6” x 9”, full-color cover, poems indexed
as home, his canvas was far larger, chronicling his roots in the sixties counterculture
by author, title and first line, 1999. Potshard
and the preoccupations of the rural West and the back-to-the-land movement. Palm’s
Press. ISBN 978-0-9656052-3-6
influences were Old Masters such as Rembrandt and Vermeer, successfully merged with
Originally published at $22.95
American Realism and European Impressionism.
Includes a verbal portrait of the artist as he painted, written by his lifelong
Now only $13.00 trade paper
friend, novelist James D. Houston.
2005, 144 pages, 10” x 10”, full-color cover, 188 full-color reproductions of paintings, 10 black & white photographs, 9 pen & ink sketches by the artist,
index of paintings. Published by Redwood Springs Press
ISBN 978-0-9725695-1-4 Originally published at $45 		
Now only $35 trade paper

Wholesale Discount Schedule
Books & maps combine for discount.
QUANTITY:
1 – 2
3 – 4
5 – 9
10+ 			
Playing Cards

25%
40%
42%
44%
48%

Items with * after price are sold at short
discounts of 35 to 40%.

and

Discounts for FoldingGuides:
QUANTITY:
1–9
10 – 19  	
20 – 29  	
30 –49  	
50+

41%
42%
43%
44%
45%

Terms
TERMS: Net 30 days. Interest on past due amounts may be assessed at 1.5% per month.
RETURNS POLICY

Overstock book returns will not be accepted before 90 days or after two years from the date
of invoice. Returned books must be in print and in salable condition, and must have been
purchased directly from Bored Feet. If you return books, provide the number of the invoice
on which they were purchased. If you provide no invoice number, credit will be issued at
50% discount. Maps, FoldingGuides, and playing cards are not returnable.
Address for returns: Bored Feet, 16630 Mitchell Creek Drive, Fort Bragg, CA 95437

CREDIT POLICY: Credits for returns must be used within 12 months of date issued.

Wilcher Associates represent Bored Feet Press to the Book Trade.
Bob Rosenberg 415-564-1248, bob@bobrosenberggroup.com; Tom McCorkell 949-362-0597, tmccork@sbcglobal.net;
Jim Sena 719-210-5222, sena.wilcher@gmail.com
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Hot New Titles

Outdoor Recreation/Travel Maps/Satellite-image Map
August 2018

Now Available

Southeast Alaska Inside Passage, The Hiker’s hip pocket Guide to
Haida Gwaii Cruise Map & Guide Mendocino Coast, 4th Edition
INCLUDING JUNEAU, KETCHIKAN, SITKA, PORT
HARDY, PORT MCNEILL, PRINCE RUPERT CITY
MAPS PLUS SEATTLE, VANCOUVER, VANCOUVER
ISLAND, GLACIER BAY, SEWARD, & PORTS OF
CALL

by G. M. Johnson Maps
Ideal cruise or ferry companion provides
detailed info on the entire Inside Passage.
Extensive text on ports of call and other sights.
Two-sided, full-color map includes three large
maps and eight small detail maps. Scale on large maps is
approximately 30 miles to the inch.
2018, 19.2” x 25.4” unfolded, 4.3” x 9.5” folded, index of place names.
ISBN 978-1-77068-729-5					

$9.95

Arizona Large Print Road Map
by G. M. Johnson Maps
Flagstaff Regional Map, Grand Canyon
Village, Phoenix Regional Map, Yuma Regional
Map, Downtown Phoenix Map, Recreation
Chart, Mileage Chart
2018, 27” x 22.5” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index.
Published by G.M. Johnson Maps
ISBN 978-1-77068-721-9 			

$5.95

Autumn 2018

San Luis Obispo Map,
Coastal California Series
by Bluewater Maps

The San Luis Obispo Coast map covers some of California’s most
beautiful coastline from Cambria to Santa Maria, and includes such
famous locations as Morro Bay, Avila Bay, Pismo Beach, and many others.
Inland areas include the cities of San Luis Obispo, Atascadero, and Santa
Maria as well as miles of wine country and coastal mountains.
Premium coated paper - 28” x 22”, scale: 1:215,000 or 1 inch = 3.4 miles,
ISBN 978-0-939431-62-5 			
$16.95
Laminated , 3-mil gloss - 28” x 22”, scale: 1:215,000 or 1 inch = 3.4 miles.
ISBN 978-0-939431-63-2 			
$24.95

the

by Bob Lorentzen
Now with 32,000 copies sold, our most popular book
details all public trails on and near the coast between
Gualala/Sea Ranch in northwestern
Sonoma County and Chemise
Mountain in the Lost Coast’s King
Range Conservation Area in southern
Humboldt County. Thirty-two years
after our first edition, a wealth of
new trails and abundant changes
on the original trails make this the
most essential new edition in years.
Includes all the classic hikes, plus
essential updates to our marvelous
Mendo coast cornucopia of trails.
The new trails covered include
Fort Bragg Coastal Trail (former
sawmill site), four trails in the vast
Big River State Park, new trails at
Montgomery Woods State Reserve, Usal’s fine new
Peter Douglas Trail at Shady Dell, Belinda Point, Caspar
Uplands Trail section of CCT, Cypress Abbey Trail
north of Pt. Arena (Courthouse to Lighthouse Trail) and
Stornetta Ranch units of California Coastal National
Monument, many other short links in the Mendocino
coast Coastal Trail: Newport/Kibesillah Trail, Caspar
Headlands to Caspar Beach, Little River Punchbowl,
Navarro Point Preserve, and many more updates and
changes.
The What Kind of Trail Are You Looking For?
section after the Contents makes it easy to find the
hikes you want: Twelve Trails Not to Miss, Trails with
Disability Access, Trails Where Dogs Are Allowed, Trails
for Backpacking, Trails for Mountain Bikes, Trails for
Equestrians, Trails for Joggers, Canoe/Kayak Access.
Appendix includes Common & Scientific Names of
nearly 300 Plants Along the Trails.
Includes trails from easy walks to challenging
backpacks and everything in between. Many more trails
open to dogs, improved ADA access, improved easy-toread maps.
“The best guidebooks [to the Mendocino Coast].”
~VIA
“Both serious nature lover and casual looker should find it
worth the price.”
~ L.A. Times
264 pages, 4” x 9”, full-color cover, abundant maps and illustrations,
bibliography, index. ISBN 978-0-939431-45-8
$17.95 trade paper

www.boredfeet.com
Email: boredft@mcn.org
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Hot New Titles

Playing Cards/Western History/Photography

August 2018

Return of a classic!

Toker Playing Cards

Elusive Truth, Revised Edition

FOUR PHOTOGRAPHERS AT MANZANAR: ANSEL ADAMS,
CLEM ALBERS, DOROTHEA LANGE, TOYO MIYATAKE

EVERY CARD A WORK OF HIGH ART

by Prospero Art
Now that pot is legal in California and Colorado, and
decriminalized in many other states, it’s time to celebrate/
mock (choose one) High Culture. Do so with the colorful
and high camp Toker Playing Cards. They have illustrations
on every card that tokers and non-tokers alike will find
amusing, with some images downright hilarious.

by Gerald H. Robinson,
Introduction by Archie Miyatake

In 1942 the United States government declared 110,000
American Japanese residents a threat to national security and
incarcerated them in eleven
relocation camps around
the country. This book tells
Standard poker size deck of full-color, plasticized playing cards. Published by
the story of one such camp,
Prospero Art. ISBN 978-0-939431-73-1		
$7.95 per deck
Manzanar, located near Lone
Pine in the Owens Valley on
the east side of the Sierra
Nevada. These four renowned
photographers photographed
Manzanar and its residents at
various time throughout its
three year existence, telling the Manzanar story from four different
perspectives. Taken together, they offer a glimpse of the elusive
truth of relocation camps—a cautionary and poignant tale of pain,
injustice, and the triumph of the human spirit over adversity and
oppression.
While all the photos vividly tell parts of the story, the work
of Miyatake carries the greatest resonance and show the most
compassion. A camp resident who had long been a close friend of
Edward Weston, Miyatake had to smuggle in lenses and film and
surreptitiously build a lightproof box to begin his record of camp
August 2018
life because, as a camp resident, he was not allowed to possess a
Posada Playing Cards
camera, even though photography had been his trade for more than
EVERY CARD A WORK OF ART
20 years.
by Prospero Art
Second Edition published January 2008 with improved
New deck celebrates the distinctive art of Jose reproduction of the photographs
Guadalupe Posada (1852-1913), the Mexican political 112 pages, 8” x 10”, cover photograph by Ansel Adams, 60 full-size photographs,
artist whose work has influenced many with its satirical use bibliography, index, end notes. Published by Carl Mautz Publishing.
$28.00 trade paper
of skulls and bones to make political and cultural critiques. ISBN 1-887694-24-2 					
Posada illustrated all kinds of characters: revolutionaries, Now Available
politicians, drunks, elegant ladies, bull fighters, and
workers, among others. His skeletons portray the sorrows Arizona Stereographs
1865 TO 1930
and joys of a wide variety of people.
Standard poker size deck of plasticized playing cards.
Published by Prospero Art. ISBN 978-0-939431-74-8

by Jeremy Rowe

$7.95 per deck

Stereographs
are
important, but little known,
primary source documents of
the history of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. This
book provides an overview of the history of the medium
and biographies of the pioneer photographers and publishers
that produced these images. With more than 250 unique and
important early Arizona stereographs.
The 1860 census counted fewer than 6500 people in Arizona,
with about 60% American Indian. So early photographs of Arizona
are quite rare. Dr. Rowe is one of the best known collectors and
most knowledgable experts. The images collected in this book are
fascinating windows into the past.
318 pages, 10” x 7”, color cover, Checklist of Arizona Stereographs, index, 2014. Published
by Carl Mautz Publishing.
ISBN 978-1-887694-56-0 				
$35.00 trade paper
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Hot New Titles

FoldingGuides to Nature/Outdoor Recreation

July 2018

Freshwater Fishes
California

October 2018

The Walker’s Map
4th Edition

of

Covers 54 species commonly found in
lakes, streams, and rivers: game fish, panfish,
and bait species. With edibility index and
preferred bait. Descriptions by a local expert.
ISBN 978-1-621262-82-4		

$8.95

July 2018

Freshwater Fishes of the
Rocky Mountain Region
Text by Robert G. Werner

Covers 54 species commonly found in
lakes, streams, and rivers: game fish, panfish,
and bait species. With edibility index and
preferred bait. Descriptions by a local expert.
ISBN 978-1-621262-80-0		

$8.95

July 2018

the

Text by Robert G. Werner

Covers 54 species commonly found in
lakes, streams, and rivers: game fish, panfish,
and bait species. With edibility index and
preferred bait. Descriptions by a local expert.
ISBN 978-1-621262-81-7		

San Francisco,

by Ben Pease

Text by Robert G. Werner

Freshwater Fishes of
Pacific Northwest

of

$8.95

FIND IT ON OUR WEBSITE!
While we’re proud of our twice yearly print
catalogs, they focus on the new and better selling
titles. Our website, BoredFeet.com, has more than
100 books not in this catalog, plus a dozen maps
that no longer fit. BoredFeet.com has listings by
categories, regional listings, and a Search function
that lets you to search by title or author.
Please check out BoredFeet.com for our full line of
products. And with many products, you will find a
more complete listing, and, in the case of maps, full
color sample images.
Happy trails!,Bob Lorentzen, founder & owner
Please note: One thing you won’t find on our website
is titles that are not yet published.

Cartographer Ben Pease distills his 40
years of exploring San Francisco into the
perfect map for exploring the city’s scenic
parks and hilly neighborhoods. For walking
the Bay, Ridge, or Coastal trails to the Golden
Gate Bridge, or stitching together stairways,
hidden parks and hilltop vistas, or exploring
the city’s diverse cultures, old ships, and civic
monuments, this best-selling map is a great
guide for both visitors and life-time residents.
The 2018 4th edition is completely
updated with short, new trails at Laguna
Honda, Twin Peaks, and Mount Sutro. The north map shows
sights from Downtown and the Ferry Building west to the
Presidio and the Cliff House, plus ferry routes to Angel Island,
Sausalito and Tiburon and trails on both sides of the Golden
Gate Bridge. Four inset maps zoom in on Golden Gate Park,
Fort Point, and Buena Vista Park. The Downtown inset
includes Chinatown, Fisherman’s Wharf, North Beach, Nob,
Russian and Telegraph hills, plus shoreline paths along the
Embarcadero.
The south map shows the Mission, West Portal, Noe
Valley, Castro, Sunset, and Excelsior neighborhoods, plus
Daly City and the cemeteries of Colma. It extends south from
Golden Gate Park over Mt. Sutro, Twin Peaks, McLaren Park,
and San Bruno Mountain, plus seven miles of Ocean Beach
from the Beach Chalet to Mussel Rock.
One thing that makes this map stand out is it extends beyond
the city limits, showing four big natural areas that overlook the
City and play a big part in our sense of place. The Presidio,
Marin Headlands, Angel Island, and San Bruno Mountain feature
tapestries of coastal scrub and wildflowers, only minutes from
busy neighborhoods. You’ll understand the City’s little parks
better knowing the big landscapes they are part of.
Text includes contact info for park agencies, regional
trails, transit agencies, volunteering, museums and tours; plus
trail etiquette, dog and bicycle info, and suggested reading.
September 2018. Full-color map printed both sides, with 50-foot elevation
contours and shaded relief. 3.75” x 8.4” folded, 25” x 34” unfolded. Scale:
1:20,000 (main map) and 1:14,300 (insets).
Published by Pease Press. ISBN 978-0 9904173-5-4		
$7.95
October 2018

Owens River Gorge Climbs,
11th Edition

THE CLIMBING GUIDE TO THE OWENS
RIVER GORGE

by Marty Lewis
Thjs much updated guide includes
photo diagrams and topos for most major
cliffs as well as lavish action photos. Over
700 routes are covered in this complete
guide to California’s premier sports
climbing crags.
256 pages, 5 1/2” x 8 1/2”, 78 photographs, 11
maps,126 route diagrams, bibliography, index. Published by Maximus Press.
ISBN 978-0-9824988-4-2 			
$42.50 trade paper

www.boredfeet.com
Email: boredft@mcn.org
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Recent Bestsellers

Outdoor Recreation/Nature/Travel/Western History

The Hiker’s

hip pocket Guide
to the
Humboldt/Del Norte Coast, 3rd

by Bob Lorentzen

Conifers
Ed.

Many changes have come to the trails of this spectacular
corner of California, the most dramatic coast in our landmark
series. We have fully revised, updated and expanded this
essential guide to the hikes of Humboldt and Del Norte
counties, the majestic land behind the Redwood Curtain.
New trails covered in this Third Edition include Pt. St.
George Headlands and beaches on the west edge of Crescent
City, the venerable Boy Scout Tree Trail of Jedediah Smith
Redwoods State Park (a new favorite!), Trillium Falls Loop and Berry
Glen Trail in Redwood National Park near Prairie Creek, the multi-use
Hammond Trail in McKinleyville, the multi-use Arcata Ridge Trail between
Sunny Brae and Arcata, Eureka’s Hikshari-Elk River Multi-Use Trail, the Elk
River Trail past the ghost town of Falk to a corner of the Headwaters Forest,
and the gentle trails of Southern Humboldt Community Park.
In addition, we document the many changes to existing trails: rerouted
Little Bald Hills Trail, DeMartin Trail, the partial closure of Coastal Drive
north of Prairie Creek to vehicles, making this a fine section of the Coastal
Trail, Ossagon Trail, Elk Prairie Loop, rerouting of James Irvine and Miners
Ridge trails, Redwood Creek Trail, Agate Beach Trail and Rim Loop at
Patrick’s Point, Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary, Humboldt Redwoods’
vastly improved trails—Bull Creek Flats/Big Tree Loop, Johnson Camp Trail,
Baxter Trail, more, plus major changes at both King Range/Lost Coast—now
a designated wilderness area—and Sinkyone Wilderness State Park.
This fully reworked edition also includes many new maps, changes to fees
and regulations, updated camping info, much more. Serious hikers and nature
explorers really need to invest in this vastly expanded, updated guide!

of the

Pacific Slope

A FIELD GUIDE TO THE CONIFERS OF
CALIFORNIA, OREGON & WASHINGTON

by Michael Kauffmann
Groundbreaking book provides in depth info
about the 65 conifer species that occur in the three
Pacific Coast states and beyond. Educator, plant
explorer and author Kauffmann guides readers to
the magic of the Pacific Slope’s conifers. The book
provides color plates for all 65 conifers, both species
and subspecies, accurate and updated range maps for
each species, plus an elaborate key to aid with identification. Kauffmann also
suggests 47 destinations where readers can find these amazing conifers in their
prime. This is the best field guide to western conifers to be published in many
years. It includes stunning photography from diverse locales around the West.
“A well-illustrated, information-rich, comprehensive, and yet
compact and user-friendly identification guide.”
~Stephen Arno, author of Northwest Trees and
Discovering Sierra Trees
2013, 144 pages, 5.5” x 8.5”, full-color cover, 237 color photographs, 6 black & white
photographs, 73 maps, 4 other illustrations, glossary, bibliography.
Published by Backcountry Press. ISBN 978-0-939431-40-3
$24.95 trade paper

Field Guide

to

Manzanitas

CALIFORNIA, NORTH AMERICA & MEXICO

by Michael Kauffmann, Tom Parker and
Michael Vasey; Photographs by Jeff Bisbee

Manzanitas are the “rock stars” of woody shrub diversity in California,
with dozens of species growing in a wide range of habitats. They also grow
in 13 other western states and Baja California, with at
least one species occurring in 19 other states. With this
The Hiker’s hip pocket Guide
book’s guidance, a wealth of species and subspecies can be
found in an astonishing array of environments. Includes
to Sonoma County, 3rd Edition
24 places in California and 4 in Baja to visit to explore
by Bob Lorentzen
manzanita diversity.
The third edition of this definitive guide to Sonoma
Ground-breaking field guide covers 104 of the 105
County trails updates the 50 original hikes and describes
taxa (species and subspecies) of Arctostaphylos. For each
ten new trails in new parks and expanded areas of existing
species, the book has one to five color photos, accurate,
parks. You will find all the classic hikes at these state parks:
detailed range map, and a description. Innovative regional
Salt Point, Fort Ross, Sonoma Coast, Armstrong Woods/
keys aid identification for each of seven regions. Most
Austin Creek, Annadel, Sugarloaf Ridge, Jack London, R.L.
impressive are the spectacular color photos of manzanita’s diversity.
Stevenson, and Bothe-Napa, plus hikes at most Sonoma
“...[A] magnificent achievement... beautiful, imaginative, an
County Regional Parks and huge Lake Sonoma. The author
important contribution to our understanding of California flora. It
has personally extensively re-hiked the original trails, plus
will now be the definitive guide to manzanitas, and the new standard
hiked an additional 75 miles on new trails first covered in
by which other field guides are judged.“
this edition. With all the natural and human history readers expect from
~ Matt Ritter, author of Californian’s Guide to the Trees Among Us
our flagship series, plus a new emphasis on trails open to dogs.
August 2014, 264 pages, 4” x 9”, full-color cover, 38 maps, 35 illustrations, bibliography, index.
ISBN 978-0-939431-39-7
			
$17.50 trade paper

2011, 256 pages, 4” x 9”, new full-color cover, 40 maps, 27 illustrations, bibliography, index.
ISBN 978-0-939431-31-1 		
$16 trade paper

Great Day Hikes in & around Napa Valley, 3rd Ed.
by Ken Stanton

Fully revised, updated and greatly expanded, this is the essential guide to Napa
County and vicinity hiking. The book is an invaluable resource for hiking and exploring
the area, something you will certainly want to have on your shelf or in your daypack.
New hikes in 3rd Edition include: big Lynch Canyon/Newell Open Space, the east
end of Oat Hill Mine Trail, greatly expanded coverage of Cedar Roughs, new sections
of Napa River Trail including River to Ridge Trail, Napa/Solano Ridge Trail, hikes in
Knoxville Wildlife Area, Mt. Hood Regional Park, plus more hikes at Stebbins Cold
Canyon Reserve, Sugarloaf Ridge State Park, McCormick Ranch, and Blue Ridge.
These new hikes combine with updated reports on Napa’s classic hikes, to make an
expanded guide with an emphasis on where you can hike with your dog.
“Napa offers a rare pairing of wine and wilderness.... ‘The hiking in Napa
Valley is phenomenal’, said Ken Stanton… ‘There are places that still look
like they did a hundred years ago.’ ”
~ New York Times
232 pages, 5.½” x 8”, full-color cover, 51 photographs, 22 maps, bibliography, index.
ISBN 978-0-939431-35-9 			
$16 trade paper
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2015, 170 pages, full color cover, 5.5” x 8.5”, 368 color photographs, 4 black & white
photographs, 95 range & other maps, 12 botanical illustrations, list of species by
California county, Baja CA. and other states and countries; glossary, suggested reading.
Published by Backcountry Press.ISBN 978-1-941624-02-9
$27.95 trade paper

An Everyday History
by Ray Raphael

of

Somewhere

Bored Feet now publishes this classic,
award-winning people’s history of California’s
North Coast, an evocative blend of oral history
and narrative. These stories resonate with truth.
As the book’s subtitle says, “Being the true
story of Indians, deer, homesteaders, potatoes,
loggers, trees, fishermen, salmon, and other
living things in the backwoods of Northern
California.” Ray Raphael wrote a new preface
for the 33rd anniversary edition of his first book,
updating readers on some of the changes in the
past one-third century.
“A beautiful book, beautifully written and organized,
beautifully illustrated.”
~ San Francisco Chronicle
208 pages, 8” x 9¼”, 90 illustrations. ISBN 978-0-939431-34-2

www.boredfeet.com
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$15.95 trade paper

Recent Bestsellers

Outdoor Recreation/Nature/Travel/Western History/Geology

Exploring Eastern Sierra Canyons:
Bishop to Lone Pine

Exploring Eastern Sierra Canyons:
Sonora Pass to Pine Creek

HIKING • BACKPACKING • RUSTIC RESORTS • HISTORY • CAMPING •
PICNICKING • WILDFLOWERS & AUTUMN COLOR •
HORSEBACK RIDING & PACK STATIONS

HIKING ✧ BACKPACKING ✧ RUSTIC RESORTS ✧ HISTORY
✧ CAMPING ✧ PICNICKING ✧ WILDFLOWERS & AUTUMN
COLOR ✧ HORSEBACK RIDING & PACK STATIONS

By Sharon Giacomazzi

Bestselling Sierra author Giacomazzi hiked and backpacked
hundreds of miles over five years to research this book, the
follow-up to her bestselling Sonora Pass to Pine Creek. This
handy guide covers a dozen dramatic eastside Sierra canyons.
Starting around the spectacular forks of Bishop Canyon, Sharon
divulges a wealth of hikes both popular and obscure, then
explores Big Pine Canyon, rugged Oak Creek Canyon and
Shepherd Creek Canyon, and gorgeous Cottonwood Creek and
Lone Pine Canyons, including hikes near Mt. Whitney. Sharon details local history,
describes the best campgrounds, rustic resorts, where to find wildflower blooms and
autumn color displays, and how to arrange horseback rides and pack trips in these
canyons for those who would rather ride than hike. Each chapter highlights features
“Of Interest” in that area. Includes easy-to-read maps for each canyon. A classic guide
to the Sierra’s dramatic east side.
216 pages, 5½” x 8½”, full-color cover, 65 black & white photographs plus an 8-page insert
of 25 color photographs, 15 maps, bibliography, index, 2015.
ISBN 978-0-939431-36-6
$17 trade paper

Trails & Tales of Yosemite
& the Central Sierra,
Revised & Updated
A GUIDE FOR HIKERS AND HISTORY BUFFS

by Sharon Giacomazzi
We are so proud of our Sierra author! With this new
printing of Giacomazzi’s first book, we updated all her great trails,
adding new phone numbers and websites, bringing all up to date.
We lost the Fremont Peak chapter, but we kept the history about
Pathfinder John Fremont. We include a new chapter in the Gold
Country section, adding the Red Hills of Chinese Camp, a wildflower and mountain bike
Mecca with 17 miles of trails. Locals say it’s a great choice.
This rewarding guide includes both a detailed history of the Central Sierra and
more than 60 hikes, revealing it’s best attractions. The book’s five sections: Gold Country,
Western Slope, Yosemite Valley, other Yosemite Park, and Eastern Sierra provide a
capsule history of this fascinating region, with many revealing details important and
obscure––valuable lost gold coins near Mariposa, Native American trade routes, the
race to build the first road into Yosemite Valley, Yosemite Park’s shameful early history
before it was truly protected, building the original Tioga Road, and much more. Sharon
is a born storyteller who knows the Central Sierra like the back of her hand. You’ll find
ghost towns, waterfalls, wildflowers, Sequoia groves, hot springs, swimming holes, river
canyons, lakes, and railroads, both excursion trains and historic lines long gone. Sharon
includes several popular hikes, also leading us off the beaten path to hidden corners
in Yosemite and the region. She emphasizes easy day hikes, but also includes peaks to
climb, places to backpack, and resorts where you can just relax amidst scenic grandeur.
Many books cover Central Sierra trails, but readers and explorers who want a book
of substance that paints a true and complex portrait of this key part of California should
own this!
2013, 304 pages, 6” x 9”, full-color cover, 60 historic and scenic black & white photographs,
38 maps by Marsha Mello, bibliography, index.
ISBN 978-0-939431-25-0			
$19 trade paper

Geologic Trips

SAN FRANCISCO & THE BAY AREA

by Ted Konigsmark
Written for the non-geologist, this user-friendly book leads readers on fascinating
field trips to Bay Area landmarks: Fort Point, Alcatraz, the Cliff House, Sutro Baths, Twin
Peaks, Fort Funston, Ocean Beach, Devils Slide, Skyline Drive, Angel Island, the Marin
Headlands of Golden Gate National Recreation Area, and Point Reyes Peninsula. Visits to
the San Andreas and Hayward Faults show what earthquakes have caused. Introductory
sections provide a concise course in geology, including geologic thinking, plate tectonics,
Bay Area rocks, and California faults and earthquakes.
“A lot of information is crammed into this small book…A fresh perspective.”
~ California Coast and Ocean

By Sharon Giacomazzi
Bestselling Sierra hiker/author/historian Giacomazzi’s second book has
received great acclaim. Sharon spent years exploring the Eastern Sierra to
guide readers to the multifaceted treasures to be found
in Eastern Sierra Canyons north of Bishop. This handy
guide covers 25 different canyons—some well known,
others obscure, but all worth exploring. The book
includes abundant color and black-and-white photos
of these marvelous canyons.
Each chapter covers a canyon, presenting at
least one or two hikes in detail. She also details
local history, describes the best campgrounds, which
canyons have rustic resorts, where to find the
best wildflower blooms, autumn color displays and
waterfalls, and how to get yourself and your family
on horseback in these canyons. Each chapter highlights features “Of
Interest” found in that area. Canyons likely to be open in Winter include
Winter sports activities. The book includes easy-to-read maps for each
canyon by Marsha Mello and the eye-catching cover photo by Sierra
photographer Claude Fiddler. Already a classic!
200 pages, 5½” x 8½”, full-color cover, 56 black-and-white photographs plus
8-page color insert with 26 color shots, 20 maps, bibliography, index.
Revised 2015. ISBN 978-0-939431-32-8 		
$17 trade paper

Eastern Sierra Hot Springs
THE COMPLETE GUIDE
TO EASTERN SIERRA
RECREATIONAL HOT SPRINGS

by George Williams III

Concise, fun guide describes the hot springs
of the Eastern Sierra. Covers soaks from Olancha
north to Cedarville in northeastern California, more
than 400 miles of spectacular terrain. Includes nine
western Nevada springs from Gardnerville to Gerlach.
Williams personally evaluates the various springs for
water temperature, seclusion, cleanliness, whether a fee is charged, overall
conditions, improvements, and whether camping is allowed nearby.
2009, 80 pages, 5½” x 8½”, full-color cover, 48 black & white photographs, 4 maps.
Published by Tree By The River Publishing Trust.
ISBN 978-0-935174-62-5 		
$12.95* trade paper

Geologic Trips
SIERRA NEVADA

by Ted Konigsmark
If you have ever wondered how the rocks and
scenery of the Sierra Nevada were formed, take this
geologic guide with you on your next trip. Written for
the non-geologist, this detailed guide describes 116 of
the best known scenic and geologic attractions in the
Sierra. Vivid descriptions are enhanced by detailed
directions, location maps and abundant illustrations.
Konigsmark covers the vast area ranging from Mt.
Whitney and Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park in the south to Nevada
City and Sierra Buttes in the north. This guide will help readers understand
the geologic processes that have made the Sierra one of the most beautiful
and enjoyed places on earth. The author’s lifelong love and study of the
Sierra is evident throughout this fascinating and cogent guide. Updated
through 2011.
320 pages, 5½” x 8½”, full-color cover, 122 photographs, 27 tables and charts,
92 maps, 22 diagrammatic sketches, glossary, index, 2011.
Published by GeoPress. ISBN 978-0-9661316-5-7
$17.50 trade paper

176 pages, 5½” x 8½”, full-color cover, 40 photographs, 35 charts and diagrams,
46 maps, index, 1998.
Published by GeoPress. ISBN 978-0-9661316-4-2
$13.95 trade paper
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Recent Bestsellers

Nature/Healing/Outdoor Recreation Maps

Healing with Medicinal Plants of the West, 3rd Edition
CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR THEIR USE

by Cecilia Garcia & James D. Adams, Jr.
Informative guide covers traditional healing uses and modern pharmacological data on 115 native plants of California
and the West. While western plants have been used in healing for millennia, this book carefully explains the uses of each
plant for healing. Written by a Chumash healer and a professor of pharmacology, this book is like no other, presenting the
spiritual dimension of healing as a necessary part of the healing process.
For each plant, the guidebook has a color photograph, description, traditional uses both primary and secondary, active
chemical compounds, and recommendations for its use. Plants covered in this guide can be found at www.boredfeet.com/
singles2/healingplants.php. Includes a fascinating section on red harvester ants used in healing, plus a recipe for modern acorn
preparation, and a new section: Sacred Not Psychedelic. Third edition has four new essays: Is Something Wrong with Modern
Medicine?, The Power of Modern Drugs, How Can Traditional Healing Help?, and Disease Prevention Is the First Priority.
2012, 266 pages, 5.5” x 8.5”, full-color cover, 115 color photos, 2 other illustrations, references, index. Published by Abedus Press. ISBN 978-0-9763091-9-2

Redwood National and State Parks:
North, 4th Edition

The Walker’s Map of
San Francisco, 3rd Ed.

June 2016. Folded size: 9” x 4.3”, unfolded size: 26” x 39”. Scale: 2½ inches = 1 mile. Printed on

Woods and Marin Headlands

$17.95 trade paper

TRAILS OF SAN FRANCISCO AND
THE GOLDEN GATE
Updates all changes to this colorful, detailed,
map of this great walker’s city. Shows all trails,
stairways, bike paths, museums, visitor centers,
shopping districts, MUNI/BART routes, scenic
June 2016. Folded size: 9” x 4.3”, unfolded size: 26” x 39”. Scale: 2½ inches = 1 mile. Printed on views, dog info. One side shows Golden Gate Park
north to Marin Headlands and Angel Island. Other
waterproof plastic. Published by Redwood Hikes Press. ISBN 978-1-934127-29-2
$10.95
side shows Golden Gate Park south to Brisbane. Inset maps of
Redwood National and State Parks:
Downtown/Fisherman’s Wharf, Fort Point, Golden Gate Park.
South, 4th Edition
Fine map will support years of use and miles of exploration for
Covers main body of Redwood National Park and part of Humboldt residents and visitors alike.
Lagoons State Park. Elevation profiles for many trails throughout Redwood 2014, full-color map printed both sides, with 50-foot elevation contours and
National and State Parks included. Largest-scale and most detailed map shaded relief. 3.75” x 8.4” folded, 25” x 34” unfolded, scale: 1 inch represents
of Redwood National Park currently available. Add the companion North 0.3 mile. Published by Pease Press.
$7.95
map for complete, definitive coverage of Redwood National and State Parks. ISBN 978-0 9904173-0-9 		
Elevation profiles of the park’s most popular trails are included.
Trails of Mt. Tamalpais, Muir

Covers all Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park, Del Norte Redwoods State
Park, Prairie Creek Redwoods State Park. The only commercially-available
map to include the 50 miles of multi-use trails in Mill Creek Watershed.
Also includes regional map. Seasonal footbridges and fords indicated; trail
distances marked, areas of old-growth redwoods shown. Elevation profiles of
the park’s most popular trails are included.

waterproof plastic. Published by Redwood Hikes Press. ISBN 978-1-934127-30-8 $10.95

Sierra Nevada Topographic Map

Beautiful, detailed color map covers Sierra from Lassen Park in north
to Tehachapi Pass in south. Shows rivers, lakes, major creeks, trails, roads,
wilderness areas, national forests, parks, campgrounds, more; with elevations
shown for peaks, passes, lakes, cities, towns. Invaluable map for Sierra lovers
and those planning to explore it.
Folded map: 2006, scale: 1:500,000,1 inch represents about 7.9 miles, 30” x 50” unfolded, 6¼” x 10”
folded, printed one side. Published by Imus Geographics. ISBN 978-0-9665345-2-8
$9.95*
Now also available rolled: standard map $22.95, laminated map $34.95

Humboldt Redwoods
State Park, 3rd edition

Best map of this great park got even better with waterproof 3rd Edition.
World famous attraction holds largest contiguous stand of virgin redwoods
anywhere, plus Avenue of the Giants. Diverse trails include great multi-use tracks
open to mountain biking and intimate paths only for hikers and/or equestrians.
Map front shows main park, back shows north/south extensions along South
Fork Eel River canyon: Richardson Grove State Park, Benbow Lake , more.
For the 3rd edition, the map has been updated throughout; for example,
the Garden Club section of the River Trail, which had been closed for over
a decade but was recently reopened, is now shown. Maps of Grizzly Creek
Redwoods State Park, Smithe Redwoods State Natural Reserve, and StandishHickey State Park have been added. In addition, the background of the map has
been revised for greater accuracy and lightened to make the map easier to read.
2017, 4.3” x 9” folded, 26” x 39” unfolded, scale: 1:25,000. Approximately 2.5” represent
one mile. Printed both sides in full color on tear-resistant waterproof plastic.
Published by Redwood Hikes Press. ISBN 978-1-934127-35-3
$10.95

Reissue and update of classic Olmsted Bros.’
“Rambler‘s Guide.” The artistry of Olmsted’s map
and his quirky historical text are gently updated
with new accurately-mapped trails and clearly
delineated bike trails, to provide a fresh view of
Marin’s most popular trails. Major parks include
Marin Municipal Watershed, Golden Gate NRA,
Muir Woods, Mt. Tamalpais State Park. Includes
long stretches of California Coastal Trail, Bay
Area Ridge Trail. Covers trails for hikers, cyclists, equestrians,
public transit.
Full-color, single-sided map with 40-foot elevation contours and shaded
relief, 4” x 9” folded, 26½” x 32” unfolded. Published by Pease Press.
ISBN 978-0-9904173-1-6
$8.95

Bay Area Trail Map: Point Reyes
by Redwood Hikes Press

This detailed trail map of Point Reyes is
drawn at a significantly larger scale than other
printed trail maps of the area. One side shows
the southern half of the park from Bolinas to
Inverness; the other side shows the northern half
from the Laguna Trailhead to Tomales Point.
2017, full-color map printed both sides on tear-resistant
waterproof plastic, scale 2.5”=1 mile,
26” x 39” unfolded, 4.3” x 9” folded.
ISBN 978-1-934127-34-6 		
$10.95

Trails

of

Santa Cruz, 4th Edition

This 4th Edition updates and expands trail coverage: expanded
trails at Wilder Ranch, Cowell Redwoods, Forest of Nisene Marks state
Bay Area Trail Map: Mount Tamalpais
parks, plus UC Santa Cruz and connecting trails. Includes all beaches
by Redwood Hikes Press
of Capitola, Santa Cruz and Coast Dairies State Beaches. Shows trails for
This map covers all of Marin County except for Point Reyes and Novato. hikers, cyclists, equestrians, public transit available, areas open to dogs,
One side shows the Marin Headlands, Mount Tamalpais, and Muir Woods, with more complete mapping of California Coastal Trail.
an inset of China Camp State Park; the other side shows the Marin Municipal 2017, full-color map with features, 40-foot elevation contours, 4” x 9” folded,
Water District’s Mount Tamalpais Watershed, Pine Mountain, San Geronimo 26.5” x 36” unfolded. Published by Pease Press.
Valley, Samuel P. Taylor State Park, and Lucas Valley.
ISBN 978-0-9649143-8-4		
$7.95
2017, full-color map printed both sides on tear-resistant waterproof plastic, scale 2.5”=1 mile,
26” x 39” unfolded, 4.3” x 9” folded. ISBN 978-1-934127-33-9
$10.95
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Recent Bestsellers

Cookbook/Nature/Western History

Common Dragonflies of California, 2nd Ed.

In

A BEGINNER’S POCKET GUIDE

the

Company

of

Redwoods

AN INTERACTIVE GUIDE TO LEARNING 50 REDWOOD
COMMUNITY PLANTS THROUGH HAND TINTING

by Kathy Biggs

This user-friendly field guide has clear images and detailed identification Text and Photography by David
information for most species of dragonflies and damselflies that occur regularly in Casterson
the state. Fully updated from the previous edition, this handy guide now has 200
This innovative guide is actually a
color photographs of 100 species.
fieldbook––literally a book to use in the field
in the redwood’s range. The 50 plants are
2009, 128 pages 4H” x 5I”, full-color cover, 200 color photographs, bibliography,
arranged from earliest bloomers to latest. The
glossary, web resources, checklist of dragonflies and damselflies, index.
Published by Azalea Creek Publishing. ISBN 978-0-9677934-6-7
$9.95 trade paper text for each plant describes distinguishing
characteristics and other fascinating botanical
Wildflowers of the Sierra Nevada
facts. Facing page has a grey toned photo of that
A GUIDE TO COMMON NATIVE SPECIES
plant’s foliage and flower. Extremely interesting
Text & Photos by Steven Hartman
itself, the book has a higher purpose: to get
Covers 107 of the most prevalent Sierra species. Arranged by color, each listing people to go out into the redwood forest and
includes common and scientific name, size and description of flower, plant, leaf, and months observe each plant closely, ideally tinting the
grey toned images with colored pencils. The goal is to heighten each
of bloom. Includes key, glossary.
visitor’s powers of observation and understanding, allowing us to
4” x 9” folded, 9” x 25.5” unfolded. Published by Quick Reference Publishing.
connect with each plant on several levels.
ISBN 978-1-936913-64-0			
$7.95*
It’s a book for anyone who loves the redwood forest. It encourages
users to find their inner botanist and artist to discover and connect
Wildflowers of the San Francisco Bay Area
A GUIDE TO NATIVE SPECIES
with the redwood community. Among the plants included: sword,
woodwardia, horsetail, polypody, goldenback, bracken, and five finger
Text & Photos by Steven Hartman
Covers 102 of the most frequently seen species. Arranged by color, each listing includes ferns, California bay, madrone, big leaf maple, Douglas fir, tan oak,
common and scientific name, size and description of flower, plant, leaf, and months of bloom. trillium, iris, red clintonia, wood rose, hazel, redwood violet and sorrel,
cow parsnip. columbine, trail plant, mugwort, wild ginger, half of the
Includes key, glossary.
plants this book covers. Well organized, full of fascinating, little known
4” x 9” folded, 9” x 25.5” unfolded. Published by Quick Reference Publishing
facts—did you know bay trees are related to cinnamon and avocado?––
ISBN 978-1-936913-63-3				
$7.95*
and rich with excellent, clear, representative photos. It makes learning
Freshwater Fishes of Central and Northern California fun and interactive. Supporting website provides even more info.
A GUIDE TO GAME FISHES

2014, 128 pages, 5½” x 8½”, full-color cover, 77 color photographs inside, 59
black & white photographs, charts, tables of botanical uses and plant group
Covers the 64 game fish in Central and Northern California, with info on size, habitat, characteristics, index, resources. Published by Natural Sight Press.
ISBN 978-1-4951-0660-6
$16.96 trade paper
and distinguishing features.

Text by Craig Springer, Illustrations by Joseph R. Tomelieri

4” x 9” folded, 25.5” unfolded. Published by Quick Reference Publishing
ISBN 978-1-936913-67-1
			
Tracks, Scats and Signs of Central and
Northern California Wildlife

$7.95*

A GUIDE TO IDENTIFICATION IN THE WILD

Guide to Bodie &
Eastern Sierra Historic
Sites
by George Williams III

Today the ghost town of Bodie is a
California State Park and National Historic
Covers the 37 most common mammals, with color photos of each animal, its tracks, scat, Site visited by multitudes each year. But in
other signs, and, where appropriate, its den. 121 small color photos in all. Glossary, Rules of Speed 1879 Bodie was a booming gold mining
and Body Position, explanation of Primary Gaits and Measurements.
town, one of the West’s most violent places.
4” x 9” folded, 9” x 25.5” unfolded. Published by Quick Reference Publishing ISBN 978- After the first boom ended in 1882, Bodie
limped along until the 1930s. When the
1-936913-61-9						
$7.95*
last mine and mill closed, people left. Bodie
Wild Mushroom Cookbook
became one of the West’s famous ghost
RECIPES FROM MENDOCINO FOR COOKS EVERYWHERE
towns. This book tells of the gold discovery in 1859, the camp’s 1879
by Alison Gardner & Merry Winslow
boom, and long decline. Clearly written, bestselling guide to Bodie.
Foreword by Teresa Sholars, Professor Emeritus of Biology.
Also details the history and present state of other Sierra mining
Wild mushrooms are delicious, with flavors as varied
towns: nearby Aurora, Lucky Boy, Masonic, Clinton, Star City, Bridgeport,
as apples, oranges, and bananas. Many mushrooms lend
Dogtown, Monoville, Dunderberg, Lundy, Mono Mills, Tioga, Old
a savory quality, often called umami; they simply make
Mammoth City, Cerro Gordo, Laws, plus Chalfant Petroglyphs. A
everything taste better. Some will add their own distinctive
treasure chest for explorers, both active and armchair.
taste to a dish; some have more delicate flavors that blend
2013, 80 pages, revised, 8½” x 11”, full-color cover, 87 black & white
well with other foods; some absorb and carry the flavors
photographs, 3 maps. Published by Tree By the River Publishing Trust.
of marinades, broths, or sauces. Mushrooms are very
ISBN 978-0-935174-71-7
$12.95* trade paper
nutritious: high in proteins and minerals yet low in fats,
carbohydrates, and calories.
The Murders at Convict Lake
A special section describes the best uses for 35 varieties
by George Williams III, illustrations by Dave Comstock
of mushrooms and offers techniques for preparation, and
Convict Lake sits below majestic Sierra peaks, serene and inviting
covers the best methods for preserving different types. The most comprehensive today. But in 1871 a terrible shootout occurred there between escaped
collection of wild mushroom recipes ever assembled. Full of ideas that you can also convicts and a posse, leaving several men dead and wounded. When 29
apply to store-bought mushrooms, this book will guide your creativity, enabling convicts broke out of prison in Carson City, six of them fled over 200
you to turn the bounty of mushrooms into feasts— appetizers, breads, cocktails, miles south, pledging to kill anyone who got in their way. After being
entrees, salads, sauces, side dishes, soups, and desserts.
cornered at Convict Lake, they killed several posse members, then fled
“... Very clearly written, comprehensive, and well-thought-out book on wild
to Bishop, where three were captured and two were lynched. Tells the
mushroom basics, but these recipes are way beyond basic––they’re fabulous! I
gruesome story of the escape, man hunt and murders based on news
recommend [it] to everyone in the mushroom world who’s interested in cooking.”
accounts.
~ “Mycochef” Patrick Hamilton
2013, 6” x 9”, color cover, 15 black & white photographs, 9 drawings, 1 map.

Text & Photos by James C. Halfpenny

2014, 284 pages, 7¼” x 9¼”.
Published by Barefoot Naturalist Press. ISBN 978-0-99044-0-0

$19.95* trade paper.

Published by Tree By the River Trust.
SBN 978-0-935174-11-3 		

www.boredfeet.com
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$6.95* paper
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Recent Bestsellers

FoldingGuides to Nature: North America & California

NORTH AMERICA
Sibley’s Raptors of
by Dr. Rick Feinberg
Western North America
Detailed instructions on the use of night sky charts, perfect of the
Night Sky Guide

beginner. Includes four seasonal night sky charts (Spring, Summer, Fall,
Winter), showing all major constellations, asterisms, nebula, and other
objects visible with the naked eye. Includes “pointers” to orient the
beginner skygazer to the most important things to look for.
Detailed moon map showing important “maria” (seas) and craters, as
well as chart showing phases of the moon

Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley

ISBN 978-1-935380-18-4		
Sibley’s Hummingbirds of

Sibley’s Owls of
North America

Covers 28 raptors: hawks, falcons, eagles, vultures,
and kites. Each entry includes descriptive caption, size,
range map, seasonal occurrence, and multiple illustrations,
all taken from the award-winning The Sibley Guide to Birds.

ISBN 978-1-621261-27-8		

$8.95
North America

Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley

Includes all 18 species of hummingbirds–– both common and rare––found in North
America, with captions that capture the gestalt of each species, detailed range maps, both
in-flight and perched illustrations with call-outs.
Includes illustrated information on hummingbird behavior, including flying and
hovering, nesting, and feeding at backyard feeders.

ISBN 978-1-935380-56-6			
Sibley’s Woodpeckers of North

Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley

Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
All 19 species of owls––both common and rare—––
found in North America. Includes captions which capture
the gestalt of each species, detailed range maps, both
in-flight and perched illustrations with call-outs. Includes
illustrated information on owl behavior including
breeding, hunting, roosting, and nesting. Also includes
basic tips for how to spot an owl.

$8.95

America

$8.95

ISBN 978-1-935380-16-0		

$8.95

Covers all 22 species, both common and rare, found in North America. Plus
woodpecker behavior, anatomy and drumming, detailed range maps.

ISBN 978-1-621262-43-5				

CALIFORNIA
Sibley’s Birds of the
California Coast
Written & Illustrated by
David Allen Sibley

56 waterbirds covered: shorebirds,
gulls, terns, wading birds, ducks, geese,
swans, loons, more. Description, range,
size, season for each.

ISBN 978-1-621261-24-7

of

$8.95

Land Mammals
California

Written & Illustrated by Fiona A. Reid
Covers 56 mammals, both large and small, found in
the state, with descriptions and images.

ISBN 978-1-621261-81-0
Sibley’s Common
of California

$8.95
Trees

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Sibley’s
Backyard Birds
of Southern
California

Written & Illustrated by
David Allen Sibley
73 backyard bird species,
including description, size,
range, seasons, illustrations for
each.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Sibley’s Backyard
Birds of
Northern California
Written & Illustrated by
David Allen Sibley

69 backyard bird species,
including description, size, range,
seasons, illustrations for each.

ISBN 978-1-621261-20-9		
$8.95

ISBN 978-1-621261-21-6
$8.95
Marine Mammals
Marine Mammals of the
of the Northern &
Southern California Coast Central California
Written & Illustrated by
Coast

Pieter Folkens

Written & Illustrated by Pieter

Covers blue, fin, gray, humpback, and Folkens
minke whales,with info on sea otters, sea
Covers blue, fin, gray, humpback,
lions, elephant seals, and harbor seals. Shows and minke
whales,with info on sea
migration paths, whale watching centers, places otters, sea lions,
elephant seals, and
to view whales from shore.
harbor seals. Shows migration paths,
whale watching centers, places to view
ISBN 978-1-621261-78-0
$8.95
whales from shore.

Written & Illustrated by
David Allen Sibley
47 common native and cultivated
trees covered, with descriptions, size,
range, illustrations of bark, leaves,
blossoms, fruits and berries

Fishes of the Southern
California Coast

Written & Illustrated by Val Kells

ISBN 978-1-621261-70-4
$8.95
Common Butterflies
of California

Text & Images by Rick Cech

Covers 64 Species, both common and exotic:
swallowtails, buckeyes, sulphur, hairstreaks and more.
With species found in woodlands, fields & scrub, wetlands
& swamps and inhabited areas.

ISBN 978-1-621262-29-9		

$8.95

$8.95

ISBN 978-1-621261-73-5
$8.95
Common Palms & Cycads
of California & the
Southwest

Written by Alan W. Marrow,
illustrated by Robert O’Brien
ISBN 978-1-621261-72-8

$8.95

ISBN 978-1-621261-79-7
$8.95

Fishes of Northern
& Central
California Coast

Written & Illustrated by Val
Kells
59 species found inshore,
nearshore, and offshore waters off
the coast of California from San Luis
Obisbo to Oregon. Includes sharks,
rockfishes, scorpionfishes, more

ISBN 978-1-621261-74-2		
$8.95

Merchants: FoldingGuides have their own discount schedule; find it at the bottom of page 2. These products are best
displayed on the custom display racks made in New England for Earth Sky + Water and sold at cost, billed separately.
They come in 7 sizes, displaying from 1 to 8 titles. See BoredFeet.com/FGdisplays.php

Recent Bestsellers

FoldingGuides to Nature: Northwest, Southwest, Rockies, Alaska

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Sibley’s Backyard Birds of the PNW

WESTERN NORTH AMERICA
Sibley’s Seabirds of the Pacific Coast

Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
69 backyard bird species, including description, size, range, seasons,
Covers 53 species, both common and rare, found along the Pacific Coast
of North America. Includes migratory and year-round residents, loons, auklets, illustrations for each.
cormorants, shearwaters, storm-petrels, gulls, terns, and more. With info on ISBN 978-1-621261-19-3
$8.95
important seabird groups.

ISBN 978-1-621262-32-9			
Sibley’s Ducks, Geese, &
Western North America

Swans

$8.95

of

Sibley’s Birds

of the

PNW Coast

Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
53 waterbirds are covered: shorebirds, gulls, terns, wading birds, ducks, geese,
swans, loons, more.

ISBN 978-1-621261-25-4

Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley

ISBN 978-1-621261-26-1		
		
Sea Turtles of the Pacific Coast

$8.95

ISBN 978-1-621261-84-1
Sharks, Skates, Rays,
of the Pacific Coast

$8.95

Written & Illustrated by Blair & Dawn Witherington

& Chimaera

$8.95

Common Butterflies

of the

PNW

Text & Images by Rick Cech
Covers 62 Species, both common and exotic: swallowtails, buckeyes, sulphur,
hairstreaks and more. With species found in woodlands, fields & scrub, wetlands
& swamps and inhabited areas.

ISBN 978-1-621262-29-9

$8.95

Sibley’s Common Trees of the PNW

Written & Illustrated by Val Kells

ISBN 978-1-621261-77-3

$8.95

SOUTHWEST
Sibley’s Common Trees of the Southwest

Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
48 common native and cultivated trees covered, with descriptions, size, range,
illustrations of bark, leaves, blossoms, fruits and berries

ISBN 978-1-621261-71-1

$8.95

Marine Mammals of the PNW Coast
Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
48 common native and cultivated trees covered, with descriptions, size, range, Written & Illustrated by Pieter Folkens
Covers blue, fin, gray, humpback, and minke whales,with info on sea otters,
illustrations of bark, leaves, blossoms, fruits and berries
ISBN 978-1-621261-68-1
$8.95 sea lions, elephant seals, and harbor seals. Shows migration paths, whale watching
centers, places to view whales from shore.
Sibley’s Backyard Birds of the Desert Southwest
Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
72 bird species, including description, size, range, seasons, illustrations.

ISBN 978-1-621261-22-3
Land Mammals of the

Southwest

$8.95

Written & Illustrated by Fiona A. Reid
Covers 53 mammals found in the region, with descriptions and images.

ISBN 978-1-621261-83-4
Cacti of the Desert

$8.95

ISBN 978-1-621261-80-3
Land Mammals of the

PNW

Written & Illustrated by Fiona A. Reid
Covers 50 species, both common and exotic, found in the region.
Foxes, bears, deer, more. With descriptions, sizes, and behaviors.

ISBN 978-1-621262-73-2				

Fishes

of the

$8.95

ROCKY MOUNTAINS
Sibley’s Common Trees of the
Rocky Mountain Region

Fishes

of the

$8.95

PNW Coast

Southwest
Written & Illustrated by Val Kells
Written & Illustrated by Madeline Logowitz
ISBN 978-1-621261-75-9
Covers 32 cacti and cactus-like plants, both common and exotic: cholla,
hedgehog, beehive, prickly pear, and more. With detailed descriptions, size specs,
ALASKA
and range.
2018, ISBN 978-1-621262-71-8			

$8.95

$8.95

Alaskan Coast

Written & Illustrated by Val Kells
Covers 60 fishes found both inshore and offshore: sharks, rockfishes, salmon,
more. Illustrations, concise descriptions, size specs, and conservation status.

2018, ISBN 978-1-621262-77-0
Sibley’s Birds of the

Alaskan Coast

$8.95

Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
Covers 53 waterbirds commonly found in the region: shorebirds, gulls, terns,
47 common native and cultivated trees covered, with descriptions, size, range,
wading birds, seabirds, ducks, puffins, and more. Both migratory birds and yearillustrations of bark, leaves, blossoms, fruits and berries
2018, ISBN 978-1-621261-69-8
$8.95 round residents.

Sibley’s Backyard Birds
Rocky Mountain States

2018, ISBN 978-1- 821262-74-9
Marine Mammals of

of the

Alaska

$8.95

Written & Illustrated by Pieter Folkens
Written & Illustrated by David Allen Sibley
Covers humpback, fin, minke, blue, and gray whales, seals, otters, sea lions,
72 backyard bird species, including description, size, range, seasons,
more. Map with underwater features and whale-watching centers. Plus behaviors.
illustrations.

ISBN 978-1-621261-23-0
Land Mammals of the

$8.95
Rocky Mountain Region

2018, ISBN 978-1-621262-76-3
Land Mammals of Alaska

$8.95

Written & Illustrated by Fiona A. Reid
Written & Illustrated by Fiona A. Reid
Covers 52 species, both common and exotic, found throughout the state.
Covers 52 species, both common and exotic, found in the region. Foxes, bears,
Foxes, bears, deer, and more. With detailed descriptions, sizes, and behaviors.
www.boredfeet.com
deer, and more. With detailed descriptions, sizes, and behaviors.

ISBN 978-1-621262-72-5

2018. ISBN 978-1-621262-75-6
Email: $8.95
boredft@mcn.org

$8.95 11

Children’s Titles

Nature/Picture Books/Moral and Social Issues

Children’s Nature
Humboldt Rocks

HOW THEY GOT HERE, WHAT THEY ARE, HOW TO FIND THEM

by Meryl King
Illustrated by Lance Anderson
This colorful, up-to-date, and concise book presents the
amazing geology of Humboldt County in clear, informative
language. It begins deep in the Gorda Trench, where sulfurous
steam vents support giant tube worms, then moves on to
describe an earthquake before describing the rocks below
all this action. Tectonic plates are clearly explained as is the
unusual Mendocino Triple Junction just offshore from Cape Mendocino and the Lost Coast.
Also covers tsunamis, specific gravity, and how to annotate your rock collection.
Includes clear photos of 16 rocks to look for, including their color, luster, hardness,
relative weight and more, plus fossils. Then it details types of rocks found in Humboldt, and
how to find and identify them on North Coast beaches and riverbanks. Includes three pages of
places to look for and collect rocks and fossils, a page detailing museums and visitor centers,
and gem and mineral shows and societies.
While it was created for kids, most adults who are not geologists will learn plenty about
Humboldt County geology and rocks from this fascinating book. Incidentally, it covers the
sixth grade earth sciences curriculum with flying colors.

Take Me to the Tide Pools
AN INTERACTIVE GUIDE
FOR LEARNING
ABOUT TIDE POOL ANIMALS

Text & Photographs by David Casterson
Illustrations by Anoosh Moutafian

This book truly appeals to all West Coast tide pool
and aquarium visitors. While designed for 3rd to 9th
grade students, it provides all readers with challenging
picture caption questions, evocative journal entries and abundant little-known
facts. With excellent color photographs for identifications, space for writing
observations, and black and white photographs designed to be colored in, this
highly interactive book that makes learning fun and lasting! Covered are 30 of the
most common intertidal animals found along the West Coast from Baja California
to Alaska including: crabs, octopus, black abalone, chitons, urchins, nudibranchs,
sea anemones, sea stars, sea urchins, tide pool fish and a wide variety of mollusks.
“A beautiful interactive guide to life in the tide pools. This
book not only introduces readers to the wonders of tide pools
but offers encouragement through observation, coloring and
thought-provoking questions. David Casterson brings a fresh
perspective to life between the tides; his knowledge and passion
2011, 32 pages, 10” x 8”, hardcover with full-color cover and insides, 44 full-color photographs, 9 fullwill entertain and educate readers of all ages.”
color illustrations, 3 maps, glossary, bibliography, index. Published by Pepperwood Press.
ISBN 978-0-9838941-0-0

				

$16.95* hardcover

Dragonflies of North America Coloring & Activity Book
by Kathy Biggs, illustrated by Tim Manolis
Color & learn about the gorgeous dragonflies &
damselflies of North America. Coloring pages about the life
history and biology of Odonata. Coloring pages for 37 common
species of Dragonflies and Damselflies. Includes activities:
crossword puzzle, other word games and cut out finger
puppets. Small colored images for all the pages are provided
on the inside covers.

~ Jean-Michel Cousteau, President, Ocean Futures Society
April 2016 48 pages, 8.5” x 11”, full-color cover and inside, with 59 color
photographs, 25 black and white photographs, 3 illustrations, practice ID quiz,
practice coloring page. Published by Natural Sight Press,
ISBN 978-0-939431-71-7
$16.00 trade paper

When You See Flukes
by Katherine Hocker and Cheryl Cook
Illustrations by Katherine Hocker

Help kids discover the wonders of humpback
whales with this informative, vibrant book, one of
the few with the focus on whale watching, not just
48 pages, 11” x 8H”, 2015. Published by Azalea Creek Publishing.
the whales. Text follows a conversation between a
ISBN 978-0-9677934-4-3
			
$6.95 trade paper
mother and her child as they search the ocean for
whales. Colorful images of these baleen whales and
their surroundings combine with evocative rhyming text to inform readers of
Twelve great books on values for primary school-age children published by
natural history.
Veronica Lane Books. Kids love these books for their thoughtful discussions of humpbacks’
This acrobat of whales, seen in Pacific waters (and beyond), uses long,
considerate and caring behavior and thinking.
winglike flippers and powerful flukes (or tail) to outswim most of the other large
whales. Also known for their rich and diverse vocalizations, the book describes
What Is Death?
What Is Right?
the variety of complex sounds humpbacks produce, and how different sounds
by Etan Boritzer,
by Etan Boritzer,
accompany various activities. Vivid illustrations, lively text, hidden picture
Illustrated by Nancy Forrest
Illustrated by Graham Sale
challenges, and layers of natural history make this a book that parents, teachers
Introduces kids to the various concepts of death,
Helps children develop ethical thinking skills,
grief and loss. Addresses kid’s natural curiosity about promotes making decisions and choices in various and children will enjoy. It covers lifespan, raising of young, feeding techniques
one of life’s greatest mysteries with gentle, comforting situations requiring integrity and wholesome social and diet, migration, predators, and social bonds: a solid introduction to these
fascinating whales.
tone, honest, earthy approach. Also available in
reasoning abilities. Also available in Spanish.

32 pages, 8½” x 11”, full-color cover and insides, 10 color photographs, 23 other color
40 pages, 8” x 10”, full-color cover and insides,
illustrations, 8 black & white illustrations, 1 color map, December 2013. Published by
40 pages, 8” x 10”, full-color cover and insides, 2002. 2005.
Spot the Whale Books.
ISBN 978-0-9637597-5-7 trade paper
$7.95
ISBN 978-097-62743-1-5 trade paper $7.95 ISBN 978-1-57833-959-4 		
$11.95 trade paper
ISBN 978-0-9637597-4-0 hardcover
$14.95
ISBN 978-097-62743-0-8 hardcover
$14.95
Spanish.

additional children’s backlist books, alphabetical by title: (See our website, www.boredfeet.com for full info.)

Title
Dragons in the Ponds  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Knife & Fork & Bottle & Cork . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
LMNOP and All the Letters A to Z (HC) .  .  .  .  .  .
Maybe: A Little Zen for Little Ones (HC) .  .  .  .  .  .
Sallie Fox  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is a Family?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is a Feeling? .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is a Friend? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
What is Beautiful? (paper) . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is Beautiful? (HC)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is Dreaming? . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is Funny?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is Love? (paper)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is Love? (HC) . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is Money? .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is Peace? . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
What is True?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Subject
Nature  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Riddle Rhymes . .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Alphabet .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Spirituality .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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Author
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Phone: 888-336-6199

Size	ISBN
Price
8½ x 11 .  .  .  .  . 978-1-57833-362-2 . . . . . $9.95
7” x 8½” . . . . . 978-0-9644846-3-4 . . . . $12.95
8½” x 11” . . . . 978-1-57833-365-3 . . . . $20.00
9” x 9” .  .  .  .  .  . 978-0-9838243-0-5 . . . . $15.99
5½” x 8½” .  .  . 978-0-9617357-6-0 . . . . . $9.95*
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-98-26513-0-8 .  .  .  .  . $7.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-9910083-0-8 . . . . . $7.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-97-62743-9-1 .  .  .  .  . $7.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-9637597-7-1 . . . . . $7.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-9637597-4-0 . . . . $14.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-97-62743-7-7 .  .  .  . $7.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-9637597-8-8 . . . . . $7.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-9637597-3-3 . . . . . $7.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-9637597-2-6  .  .  .  . $14.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-97-62743-3-9 .  .  .  .  . $7.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-097-62743-5-3 . . . . . $7.95
8” x 10” .  .  .  .  . 978-0-97-62743-1-9 .  .  .  .  . $7.95

Recent Bestsellers

Bluewater Satellite-Image Maps

Bluewater Maps: Coastal California Series & Other Great Western Landscapes

Wonderful maps not
just for map lovers!

Free Laminated sample with initial order of 12 maps!

Accurately show the earth’s shape on a local scale, giving users a new
perspective on places they love to visit and play, or where they live and work.
Bluewater Maps make perfect gifts! If you love maps and Coastal California,
you’ll love this full-color series covering all its unique coastal regions. High
quality lithographic prints combine satellite imagery, current sea floor
bathymetry, and map overlay of roads, towns, beaches, bays, parks, more. They
even include colorful images of common fish, marine mammals and other
sea life. When complete, the series will cover the entire California Coast on
eleven maps. Ten maps covering Northern and Southern California are now
available, with the final map in the Coastal California Series due soon. Each
map is available in two versions: coated paper and a durable laminated version.
All maps come rolled, so they can be shipped with other maps, but must ship
separately from books. All published by Bluewater Maps.

Santa Barbara Coast Map, Coastal CA. Series
Handsome map covers dramatic coast from Purisima Pt., north of Pt.
Conception, to Port Hueneme, Ventura County. Shows most of Santa Barbara
County, part of Ventura County. Includes the Channel Islands, several
submarine canyons and a huge submarine landslide. Abundant parks and
natural features.
Premium coated paper - 28” x 22”, scale: 1:215,000 or 1 inch = 3.4 miles, 2011.
ISBN 978-0-939431-64-9 			
$16.95
Laminated , 3-mil gloss - 28” x 22”, scale: 1:215,000 or 1 inch = 3.4 miles.
ISBN 978-0-939431-65-6 			
$24.95

Mendocino Coast Map, Coastal CA. Series

Fine map covers rugged, gorgeous coast from Shelter Cove to Gualala. Shows all towns, even
ghosts, and abundant state parks. Among the finest parks is Sinkyone Wilderness, spanning the
Lost Coast from Usal to Whale Gulch. Remote Covelo and Yolla Bolly Wilderness are in map's
northeast corner. Map shows a rich pastiche of rugged and varied lands.

Premium coated paper, 22” x 28”, 1” =3.4 miles. 2010. ISBN 978-0-939431-54-0 $16.95
Laminated, 3-mil gloss, 22” x 28”.
ISBN 978-0-939431-55-7 $24.95

Humboldt Coast Map, Coastal CA. Series

Dramatic map spans from Patrick's Pt. and southern Redwood Natl. Park to town of
Willow Creek and Klamath Mountains in northeast to Shelter Cove in south. Prominently
shows vast Lost Coast and King Range Wilderness, inland redwood parks, famed
Headwaters Forest, and Humboldt Bay, plus parts of two natl. forests. Humboldt's rain
forests, open prairies and high ridges drained by abundant rivers make this a stunning map.

Premium coated paper - 22” x 28”, 1” = 3.2 miles. 2008. ISBN 978-0-939431-52-6 $16.95
Lam., 3-mil gloss - 22” x 28”.
ISBN 978-0-939431-53-3 $24.95

Sonoma & Marin Coast Map, Coastal CA. Series

North Bay counties combine nicely, nestling snugly, with room for San Francisco,
East Bay from Oakland north, and parts of Lake and Napa counties. Most striking
feature is Pt. Reyes Peninsula, followed by marine features like Farallon Islands,
Cordell Bank, SF, Tomales and Drakes bays, more. Shows abundant public lands in
Marin and Sonoma plus a few beyond. Lots of rugged
coastline and other dramatic natural features.

Premium coated paper, 22” x 28”, 1” = 3.2 miles. 2012.
ISBN 978-0-9741531-8-6
$16.95
Laminated, 3-mil gloss, 22” x 28”.
ISBN 978-0-9741531-9-3
$24.95

San Diego Coast Map,
Coastal CA. Series

Del Norte Coast Map,
Coastal CA. Series

This 76-mile coast has miles of beaches, both popular and uncrowded,
nine major coastal wetlands and two bays. San Diego County boasts some of
the most diverse landscapes of any county in the country.

Premium coated paper, 22” x 28”, 1” = 2.6 miles, 2009.
ISBN 978-0-939431-68-7
Laminated, 3-mil gloss, 22” x 28”. ISBN 978-0-939431-69-4

Verdant map reveals region's natural beauty, abundant
parks, and sparse population. Vast forests, rugged
mountains, pristine rivers often shrouded in storms or fog
show clearly here. Covers from Brooking, OR to Patrick's
Pt., inland to Orleans and Siskiyou/Klamath Mountains.
Includes most of Redwood Natl. Park and Smith River
NRA.

$16.95
$24.95

Los Angeles-O.C. Coast Map,
Coastal CA Series

Map covers over 130 miles of coast. Miles of gorgeous beaches
stretch beside dramatic features like rugged Santa Monica Mountains,
Palos Verdes Peninsula, Laguna Hills. Shows Santa Monica Bay, harbors,
ssnow-covered peaks and extensive parks in this desert region.

Premium coated paper, 28” x 22”, 1”= 3.9 miles, 2009.
ISBN 978-0-939431-66-3
Laminated, 3-mil gloss, 28” x 22”.
ISBN 978-0-939431-67-0

$16.95
$24.95

BLUEWATER MAPS ALSO PRODUCES 4 FINE OTHER
MAPS, SLIGHTLY LARGER, SIMILAR IN FORMAT:

Premium coated paper, 22” x 28”, 1” = 2.7 miles. 2010.
ISBN 978-0-939431-50-2
$16.95
Laminated, 3-mil gloss, 22” x 28”. 		
ISBN 978-0-939431-51-9
$24.95

San Francisco Bay Map, Coastal CA. Series

Spectacular map covers coastline from Abalone Pt. north of Bolinas to Pescadero
Pt. in San Mateo County. Shows all of SF and parts of Marin, Sonoma, Napa, Solano,
Contra Costa, Alameda and Santa Clara counties. Extends inland to cities of Pittsburg,
Pleasanton and most of San Jose. Los Gatos in on southern edge.

Premium coated paper - 22” x 28”, scale: 1:165,000 or 1 inch = 2.6 miles, August 2009.		
ISBN 978-0-939431-56-4 $16.95
San Juan Islands & Southern Gulf Islands Map
Laminated , 3-mil gloss - 22” x 28”, scale: 1:165,000 or 1 inch = 2.6 miles.
ISBN 978-0-939431-57-1 $24.95
Colorful map spans from Canada border to Whidbey Island. West edge includes
Canada’s Victoria and eastern Vancouver Island spanning east to Bellingham and
onterey ay
ap
oastal
eries
Anacortes. San Juan Islands cluster at map’s center. The Southern Gulf Islands
Stunning map spans coastline from Pescadero in north to Molera State Park in south.
sprawl northwest just inside Canada. Shows many parks, marine parks, aquatic Features all of Monterey Bay and its dramatic marine canyons plus Pt. Ano Nuevo, Pt.
features, much more, plus ferry routes.
Lobos and Pt. Sur. Inland areas include Santa Cruz Mountains, Carmel Valley, northern
Salinas Valley, Fremont Peak, Morgan Hill and Gilroy.
Premium coated paper map, 24” x 32”, 1” represents 2.1 miles, sea floor has
20 meter contours, October 2007.
ISBN 978-0-9741531-6-2 $21.95
2010, Premium coated paper - 22” x 28”, scale: 1:165,000 or 1 inch = 2.6 miles.
Laminated map, 3-mil gloss, 24” x 32”.
ISBN 978-0-939431-49-6 $28.95
ISBN 978-0-939431-58-8 $16.95
Lake Tahoe Map
Laminated , 3-mil gloss - 22” x 28”, scale: 1:165,000 or 1 inch = 2.6 miles.
ISBN 978-0-939431-59-5 $24.95
Gorgeous map shows miles of northern Sierra anchored by Tahoe Basin and
azure depths of Lake Tahoe, 1645 feet deep. Spans from Donner Pass and Truckee
ig ur oast
ap
oastal alifornia eries
to Markleeville, Carson Pass and Kirkwood. Eastern edge covers Carson City and
This map spans the spectacular, rugged Big Sur coastline. Covers the coast from
Minden, with western edge at Lake Van Norden. Includes Desolation Wilderness, Soberanes Point in Garrapata State Park, Pt. Sur, and Andrew Molera State Park in north
to Ragged Point and Point Piedras Blancas in San Luis Obispo County in south. Coastline
Tahoe Rim Trail, Pacific Crest Trail, all ski resorts.
Premium coated paper map, 24” x 28”, 1” = 1.6 miles, 500 foot lake floor contours, includes Cooper Point, Pfeiffer Beach, Sycamore Canyon, Pfeiffer Point, Partington Point,
Julia Pfeiffer Burns State Park, Gamboa Point, Lopez Point, Pacific Valley, Cape San Martin,
August 2008.
ISBN 978-0-9741531-0-0 $21.95
town of Gorda, Ragged Point. Offshore features include numerous submarine canyons and
Laminated map, 3-mil gloss.
ISBN 978-0-9741531-5-5 $28.95
offshore rocks. Inland areas include Pfeiffer-Big Sur State Park, Garland Ranch Regional
Island of O’ahu Map
Park, parts of Los Padres National Forest and Ventana Wilderness, Little Sur River, Big Sur
Premium coated paper map:
ISBN 978-0-9741531-3-1 $18.95
River, Cone Peak, Nacimiento-Fergusson Road, Plaskett Creek, Willow Creek, Silver Peak
Laminated map:
ISBN 978-0-939431-47-2 $26.95
Wilderness, upper Carmel River, Carmel Valley, more.
Premium coated paper - 22” x 28”, 1 inch = 2.5 miles, 2014.
Salt Lake City & Wasatch Front Map
ISBN 978-0-939431-60-1 		
$16.95
Premium coated paper map:
ISBN 978-0-941531-1-7
$16.95
Laminated, 3-mil gloss - 22” x 28”, 1 inch = 2.5 miles.
Laminated map:
ISBN 978-0-9741531-7-9 $24.95
ISBN 978-0-939431-61-8 		
$24.95
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Please go to boredfeet.com for detailed Bluewater Map
descriptions, full-color images, and the full line of maps.
www.boredfeet.com

Email: boredft@mcn.org
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Strong Backlist

Adventure/Western History/Travel/Nature/Outdoor Recreation

On the Road with Mark Twain
in California and Nevada

Hiking The California Coastal Trail

by George Williams III

Southern volume of the series describes 600 miles of California Coastal Trail
(CCT) from Monterey to Mexico in 83 accessible sections. Most sections offer easy
day hikes, 6 offer great backpacking, Concise, thorough descriptions support 65
detailed maps. Each section details how to get there, hike distance, elevation change,
cautions, facilities available, including campgrounds, hostels and lodgings. Also covers
alternate routes, side trails, river, bay, harbor crossing info. 33 feature articles discuss
history, geology, land use, attractions. Volume 2 covers CCT highlights like Monterey
Peninsula shore, Point Lobos, vast Big Sur, Hearst coast, Montana de Oro State Park, Point Sal, Point
Conception, Gaviota coast, Santa Barbara beaches, Santa Monica Mountains NRA, Venice Beach, Palos
Verdes Peninsula, Orange and San Diego coasts.

VOLUME TWO: MONTEREY TO MEXICO

by Bob Lorentzen & Richard Nichols

NEW REVISED EDITION

Americans associate Mark Twain with the Mississippi River, but
Samuel Clemens began his serious writing career as a reporter in Virginia
City, Nevada in 1862, where he adopted his pen name. Two years later
he moved to San Francisco to become a reporter for the Morning Call,
lasting barely six months before he went broke and moved to Calaveras
County. Details what is known of Twain’s years in the West, with details of
his stay in each of more than 24 towns he lived in and visited. Filled with
fascinating details and rare photos.
2011, 136 pages, 8 1/2” x 11”, 3-color cover, 98 black & white photographs, 2
maps, chronology of Twain’s Western years, bibliography, index. Published by
Tree By The River Publishing Trust.
ISBN 978-0-935174-70-0
$14.95* trade paper

Muir Ramble Route

“User-friendly maps, precise directions from writers who’ve walked their talk.”

~San Francisco Chronicle

368 pages, 5½” x 9”, full-color cover, 2-color text & maps, 65 original maps drawn to scale , 36
photographs, bibliography, index, 2000. Co-published by Bored Feet and Coastwalk.
ISBN 978-0-939431-19-9
$19.00 trade paper
Please Note: The book Hiking the California Coastal Trail, Volume One: Oregon to
Monterey is currently out of print. We are tentatively planning a new edition.

WALKING FROM SAN FRANCISCO TO YOSEMITE IN THE
FOOTSTEPS OF JOHN MUIR

Wildflowers

by Peter Thomas and Donna Thomas

of the

Trinity Alps

INCLUDING THE MARBLE MOUNTAIN WILDERNESS, RUSSIAN WILDERNESS, &
Fascinating book includes three books in one: a guidebook for a TRINITY DIVIDE

walking/cycling route across California that follows Muir’s footsteps from
San Francisco to Yosemite, an adventure book describing the Thomases’
2006 cross-California ramble to discover that route, and a history book
with the story of Muir’s first trip to Yosemite. Never published before, it
was reconstructed by Peter and Donna in preparation for their walk in
his footsteps. Covers 305 miles in seven sections, each with directions
for through hiking and a weekend trip. Offers several options for some
sections: day hiking, backpacking, mountain biking, even canoeing. Plus
lodging and camping along the route, maps. A thought-provoking book
that provides abundant info for the task at hand.
198 pages, 6” x 9”, full color cover, 51 b&w photos, 13 drawings, 10 maps,
references, index, 2010. Published by Poetic Matrix Press.
ISBN 978-0-9824276-6-8
$19.50 trade paper

by Ken DeCamp, Julie Kierstead Nelson & Julie Knorr

The Donner Party

101 SHORTER DAY HIKES, URBAN AND ROAD WALKS

WEATHERING THE STORM

Handsome guide features plants found within the wilderness areas of northwest California’s
Klamath Mountains. This collection is representative of the most common, beautiful, and unique
species in one of the most biodiverse temperate mountain ranges in the world. Organized by
flower color, it covers 505 species, subspecies, and varieties of wildflowers. With localized,
detailed species descriptions and destinations to find flowers throughout the year.
The Klamath Mountains are a fascinating and botanically diverse area situated at the the
crossroads of the Coast Range, Modoc Plateau, Sacramento Valley, Cascade Range, Sierra Nevada.
The Klamaths hold representative species from each. Combine that with their attendant geology,
topography, and climate, and the floristic diversity is second to none for a temperate region.
336 pages, 2017, 5.5” x 8.5”, 700 full-color photographs.
Published by Backcountry Press. ISBN 978-1-941624-11-1 $29.95*

Hiking Humboldt, Volume Two
by Rees Hughes, maps by Jason Barnes

by Mark McLaughlin
This unique look at the 1846-47 winter of
entrapment the Donner Party suffered in the
snowbound Sierra Nevada focuses on the extremely
harsh conditions of that long and legendary winter.
McLaughlin, a weather expert known as The Storm
King, discusses the actions that delayed the party
and caught them on the wrong side of the Sierra just
as one of California’s harshest winters on record bore down on them. He
fleshes out the main characters, and covers the month-by-month events of
those trapped near Donner Lake and the rescuers who endangered their
own lives to help. Later chapters discuss recent archaeological evidence
and the importance of historical climatology, plus the fates of the Donner
Party survivors. With excellent photos illustrating Sierra weather as well
as historical photos.
2007 (3rd printing, revised), 192 pages, 6” x 9”, full-color cover, 81 black &
white photos, 6 maps, 15 other illustrations, bibliography. Published by
Mic Mac Publishing. ISBN 978-0-9657202-5-0
$18.95 trade paper

Volume 2 covers urban walks, short hikes along picturesque rural roads, the Lassics, Horse Mountain,
Cannibal Island, more. With natural and cultural history notes. Walk descriptions, directions, maps, photos
of familiar favorites, hidden gems, and unexpected adventures.

216 pages, 90 color photographs, 7 black & white photographs, , 97 color maps.
Published by Backcountry Press. ISBN 978-1-941624-06-7 $29.95 trade paper

Hiking Humboldt, Volume One
55 DAY HIKES IN NORTHWEST CALIFORNIA

by Kenneth M. Burton, maps by Jason Barnes
Describes 55 hikes from 5 to 15 miles in length, throughout Humboldt County, the first guide to cover
both coastal and inland regions. Maps complement the descriptions and visually guide your adventure.
Hike statistics: length, ascent, access constraints, dog restrictions; brief description of each hike; driving
directions; hiking directions, plus photos, elevation profiles. About 30 of these hikes are not detailed in
our own Hiker’s hip pocket Guide. It offers many new choices. Explore primeval forests, sea cliffs, pristine
beaches, towering coastal sand dunes, mountain prairies, meadows, and more. Find solitude – plenty of
solitude! Includes hikes in the western Green Trinity Alps Wilderness, other inland trails. Merchants in

Humboldt /Del Norte counties should order direct from Backcountry Press.

“... an indispensable guide to the longer trails of Humboldt “
~Jerry Rohde, co-author of Best Short Hikes in Redwood National and State Parks.”

American Dippers

140 pages, 59 color photographs, 1 black & white photograph, 1 other illustration, 61 color maps.
Published by Backcountry Press. ISBN 978-1-941624-05-0		
$21.95 trade paper

by Mary Willson & Katherine Hocker

Aurelius O. Carpenter

cascades and canyons of wild mountain streams of western North America.
Weighing only about two ounces, dippers plunge in and out of rapids to
find their food. They nest very close to the water, sometimes within inches
of thundering waterfalls.
This fascinating and concise book invites readers into the world of
these fascinating aquatic songbirds. How do dippers keep warm in the
frigid water? What do they eat? What do their nests look like? How
do scientists study them? Where can you go to find dippers? Dipper
researchers—and admirers—Willson and Hocker answer these questions
and many more in this concise, captivating natural history of one of North
America’s most charming and unusual songbirds. Includes a chapter about
the four other dipper species found in the world, more.
64 pages, 6” x 9”, full-color cover, 38 color photographs, 6 black & white
photographs, 11 other illustrations, bibliography, 2011. Published by
Cinclus Press. ISBN 978-1-57833-492-6
$12.95 trade paper

By Marvin Schenck, Karen Holmes and Sherrie Smith-Ferri

SINGERS IN THE MOUNTAIN STREAMS

The American Dipper is no ordinary songbird. Dippers live in the PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE MENDOCINO FRONTIER
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Intrepid photographer Aurelius Carpenter carted his camera equipment across the frontier of
northern California’s rural Mendocino County along rutted dirt roads in a horse drawn wagon. For
nearly 40 years, beginning in the early 1870s, he documented the lives of Pomo Indians and White
settlers; the coming of the railroad, logging and shipping industries; agricultural endeavors, and
natural beauties of this area. The first examination of Carpenter’s life and career, this book brings
to life an important period of California history.
120 pages, 8 ” x 10½”, 100 duotone photographs, 2006. Published by Grace Hudson Museum.
ISBN 978-0-9740300-2-9
$19.95 trade paper
ISBN 978-0-9740300-3-6
$34.95 cloth

Peppers From Sweet

to

Heat

A GUIDE TO COMMON EDIBLE VARIETIES

by Quick Reference Publishing

A guide to 34 common edible varieties from sweet to heat, and 10 ornamentals. Each pepper

has a color photo, and the edibles list the Scoville Heat Index rating. Plus harvest info, flavor notes,
www.boredfeet.com
distinguishing features, and culinary uses.
4” x 888-336-6199
9” folded, 25.5” unfolded. Laminated, waterproof. ISBN 978-1-943334-57-5
$7.95*
Phone:

Strong Backlist

Outdoor Recreation/Western History/Travel/Viticulture

The Good, the Great & The Mindful Hiker
ON THE TRAIL TO FIND THE PATH
the Awesome, 2nd Ed.
TOP HIGH SIERRA ROCK CLIMBS

by Stephen Altschuler

by Peter Croft

Nature can bring solace and peace during challenging times in our lives. Walking
along our favorite trail, we begin to “see” more clearly, gaining perspective on our
situation. Altschuler believes solitude in nature is the way to confront the tests of life
by observing how even the smallest forms of life survive the threats of harsh winter,
predators and, yes, humans. He discovers his own spiritual path through an insightful
relationship with nature, leading readers on a walk along trails of Point Reyes. Each
chapter guides the reader toward the discovery of his/her own path.

Climbing guide Croft updates the
best alpine rock climbing in the Sierra. He
describes his favorite routes, with historical
notes, approach info, route beta, descent
info. Lavishly illustrated with photos, topo
and other maps, plus route diagrams.
304 pages, 5.5” x 8.5”, full-color cover, photographs, maps, route
diagrams, bibliography, index, 2016. Published by Maximus Press.
ISBN 978-0-9824988-3-5
$40 trade paper

Mammoth Area Rock Climbs, 4th Ed.

“I love this book. I savored each sentence like a sip of rare wine. The Mindful Hiker is a remarkable
journey into the inner realms of nature as well as an invitation into the enchanting province of the soul.”
~ Denise Linn, author of Sacred Space

192 pages, 5” x 7¼”, full-color cover, 9 photographs, 4 maps, 2004. Published by DeVorss Publications.
ISBN 978-0-87516797-8
$16.95 trade paper

THE CLIMBING GUIDE TO
THE EASTERN SIERRA––NORTH

Soleful Hiking

by Marty Lewis & John Moynier

by Paula Phillips Marks

A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO MINDFUL HIKING

Definitive climbing guide for Mammoth Lakes
region covers the best rock around more than 100
different sites. Covers from Lee Vining Canyon at
Yosemite’s eastern gate in north to Rock Creek area in
south. Lavishly illustrated with color photos, topo and
other maps, route diagrams.

Guide to 52 hikes in four North Bay counties covers 11 hikes in Marin, 30 hikes in
Sonoma, 5 hikes in Napa, and 6 hikes in Mendocino. Most trails are easy to moderate.
Includes hikes in parks developed after our guide to Sonoma County was published in
its Third Edition: Healdsburg Ridge Open Space Preserve, Laguna de Santa Rosa Regional
Park, and North Sonoma Mountain Regional Park.
The first third of the book discusses how to be a mindful hiker and reviews clothing
350 pages, 5½” x 8½”, Full-color cover and insides, color
and footwear choices for beginning and casual hikers. Discusses what to bring, how to deal with hazards
photographs, maps, route diagrams, bibliography, index. 2014.
and pests, trail courtesy, being safe, not getting lost, and what to look for as you hike. Written by the former
ISBN 978-0-9824988-2-8 	
$40 trade paper teacher of the walking class of Santa Rosa Junior College, this info is well developed and discussed thoroughly.
ishop rea ock limbs rd dition 204 pages, 6” x 9”, full-color cover, 19 black & white photographs, 34 maps, bibliography, 2016. Published by
the author. ISBN 978-1-365-52514-8				
$17.99 trade paper
By Peter Croft and Marty Lewis
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Covers climbs around Whitney Portal and Alabama Hills
near Lone Pine, and closer to Bishop, Cardinal Pinnacle,
Buttermilk Country and Tablelands bouldering, Pine Creek
Canyon, much more. Covers vast terrain, an area so full of rock
that new cliffs are still being discovered.
336 pages, 5½” x 8½”, full-color cover, 86 black & white
photographs, 67 maps, 226 route diagrams, resources directory, of
routes by rating, index of boulder problems by rating, bibliography,
index, 2008. ISBN 978-0-9676116-9-3
$35 trade paper

Mount Whitney

MOUNTAIN LORE FROM THE WHITNEY STORE, 2ND ED.

by Doug Thompson & Elisabeth Newbold

California Road Trip

No book has more detail and inside info about routes up Mt. Whitney. Written by people who’ve lived
and worked there for 30 years, helping hundreds to summit. Detailed 30-page guide to main trail. Valuable
info about when things go wrong, wildlife, weather, WAGbagging, success factors, more. Essential info about
rugged Mountaineers’ Route, off-season summit attempts, historical lore, facts. History of peak and canyon,
permit info, more. Now with updates to May 2017.
2003, 264 pages, 5½” x 8½”, one-color cover, 77 b&w photos, 2 maps, bibliography, list of plants.
Published by Westwind Publishing Co. ISBN 978-0-9653596-1-0
		
$14.95 trade paper

by Tom Slater and Chris Summit

Nevada Hot Springs

A CLIMBER’S GUIDE: NORTHERN CALIFORNIA, VOL. 1
Hefty road reference for climbers is an ideal guidebook for
any mountaineer traveling Northern California. Maps, many
photos, topos, area info get climbers on the path to adventure
from Pacific to Sierra. Over 2,000 routes and 100 crags in north
half of CA., from Lone Pine/Kern River in south Sierra to Big Sur
in the southwest to Lassen Park in the northeast to Redwood
National Park plus a few crags in southern Oregon.
2009, 456 pages, 7” x 10”, full-color cover, 245 black & white
photographs, 75 maps, 224 route diagrams, Index.
ISBN 978-0- 9824988-0-4
$49.95 trade paper

Southern California Rock Climbing

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO NEVADA’S RECREATIONAL HOT SPRINGS

by George Williams III

Concise, occasionally irreverent guide covers 40+ hot springs worth visiting. Water temperatures,
seclusion, cleanliness, fees, overall conditions, improvements, available camping. Covers choices all over the
state, from primitive natural springs to developed resorts.
2009, 72 pages, 5½” x 8½”, full-color cover, 47 black & white photographs, 1 map. Published by Tree By the River
Publishing Trust. ISBN 978-0-935174-62-5
$12.95* trade paper

Rosa May

THE SEARCH FOR A MINING CAMP LEGEND, 2ND REVISED EDITION

by George Williams III

Intriguing book tells story of Rosa May, who was a prostitute in the late 1800s in wild west mining towns
Virginia City, Carson City, and Bodie.. In Bodie she ran a thriving prostitution and gambling business with Ernest
Southern companion to California Road Trip, covers 60+ Marks. Rosa May died in Bodie while nursing sick miners. Despite her efforts, she was banished to Bodie’s outcast
cemetery On a trip to Bodie, Williams discovered Rosa May’s outcast grave. Deeply touched by the unfairness of
climbing areas from mid-Golden State south to Mexico.
her life story, he began a long search for the details of her life, taking him more than 20,000 miles along backroads
2013, 360 pages, 6” x 9”, full color cover and insides, 264 color
of the West, tracking down Bodie old-timers who had known Rosa May. He scoured government records, and 40
photographs, 46 maps, 140 route diagrams.
ISBN 978-0-9824988-1-1
$42.95 trade paper years of newspapers. Williams eventually discovered 26 of Rosa May’s personal letters, unlocking the story of a
legendary life.
limber s uide to the
2012 reprint of 1978 classic, 192 pages, 5.4” x 8.4”, 24 black & white photos, 1 map.
Published by Tree by the River Trust. ISBN 978-0-935174-57-1
$12.95* trade paper
onora ass ighway nd dition

by Tom Slater
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by Brad Young & Steve Dawson

E

Covers year-round climbing destinations on basalt, tuff,
granite. Sonora Pass Highway crosses the Sierra Nevada north
of Yosemite and south of Tahoe. Details nearly 1500 routes.
Includes sport and traditional routes, single and multi-pitch,
walls, slabs, bouldering.
2013, 568 pages, 6” x 9”. Published by Brad Young,
ISBN: 978-0-9797421-2-5
$42.00 trade paper

Vineyard Simple

HOW TO BUILD & MAINTAIN YOUR OWN SMALL VINEYARD

by Tom Powers
This book makes home vineyard planting and wine grape growing accessible to anyone with even a little
spare land. A how-to book filled with valuable info for the novice viticulturist. He presents the clear, up-todate information home grape growers need to get started and produce successful harvests.
120 pages, 8” x 10¾”, full-color cover, 38 color photographs, 3 black & white photographs, 67 other illustrations,
11 tables, map, glossary, supporting website, list of sources, recommended grapes for US regions, 2002.
Published by Alhambra Valley Publications ISBN 978-0-9717660-0-6
$19.95* trade paper.

www.boredfeet.com
Email: boredft@mcn.org
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Western US Road Maps & Earthwalk Press Wilderness and National Park Maps
Mendocino/Lake Counties Map

Quality Road Maps from GM Johnson

California Road Map by Benchmark Maps

Covers both counties, plus detail maps
Best road map of the Golden State, GPS compatible.
For details see http://boredfeet.com/topics/johnson.php
of Clearlake, Cobb, Fort Bragg, Lakeport,
Includes large maps of four major urban areas, more.
Mendocino, Ukiah, Willits, Boonville,
2011, 27” x 36” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-0-7834-9904-8
$5.95
Covelo, Gualala, Kelseyville, Middletown, Nice, Upper Lake, more.

2016, 27” x 39” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-1-77068-321-1 $5.95 Highway 395: Carson City To Lone Pine by Benchmark Maps

Detailed map of best section of this Eastern Sierra highway shows all roads, campgrounds,
parks, natl. forests, most trailheads, more. Includes a summary of route.

Redwood Coast/Eureka/Arcata/ McKinleyville/
Crescent City Street Map

Complete map of Humboldt, Del Norte and Trinity Counties, plus detailed
maps of Ferndale, Fortuna, Garberville, Hayfork, Rio Dell, Shelter Cove,
Weaverville, more.

2009, 18” x 35” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-0-783498-48-5

$5.95

Yosemite National Park Area Map by Benchmark Maps

Handy road and travel map covers Yosemite Region with 3 maps of varying detail.

2012, 27” x 39” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-1-77068-144-6 $5.95 2014, 4” x 9” folded, 18” x 35” unfolded, printed both sides, various scales on 3 maps, index.
ISBN 978-0-7834-9849-2
$5.95

San Francisco & North Peninsula Cities City Street Map Amador County/ Alpine County Road Map
Covers all SF plus Brisbane, Colma, Daly City, Half Moon Bay, Millbrae,

Covers two Sierra Nevada counties south of Lake Tahoe. With city street maps of Jackson,
Pacifica, San Bruno, South SF, Treasure & Yerba Buena Islands, SFO, more. Sutter Creek, Barton, Bear Valley, Ione, Kirkwood, Markleeville, Pine Grove, Pioneer, Plymouth,
Detail map of downtown SF.
and adjoining communities. Plus Shenandoah Valley Wineries.

2013, 27” x 39” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-1-77068-256-6 $5.95

Oakland/Berkeley/West Contra Costa County City
Street Map

2016, 27” x 19.5” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-1-77068-520-8

$5.95

California Missions

QUICK ACCESS
Map of Mission Country with detail maps and color photos of the 24 extant missions,
Covers 3 title locales, Alameda, Richmond, Albany, El Cerrito, Emeryville, including 3 branch missions. With short description of each.
Hercules, Piedmont, Pinole, San Pablo, Kensington, Rodeo, more.

2013, 27” x 39” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-1-77068-273-3 $5.95

Sonoma County City Street Map

Covers entire county plus Santa Rosa. Petaluma, Sebastopol, Sonoma,
Rohnert Park, Windsor, Healdsburg, Bodega Bay, 10 more, Russian River
Area, winery locations.

2012, 27” x 39” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index.
ISBN 978-1-77068-245-0 				

Monterey, Carmel, Salinas City Street Map

2014, 12” x 20” unfolded, 4.25” x 12” folded, ISBN 978-0-918505-80-3

$5.95

2010, 23” x 36” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, indexes. ISBN 978-0-7834-9900-0

$5.95

Nevada Road Map by Benchmark Maps
Indian Country Regional Map

Summaries of 14 tribes shown where they live. Plus Bryce, Grand Canyon, Petrified Forest,
Mesa Verde, Zion NPs, Canyon de Chelly NM, Chaco Culture NHP, more.

2009, 27” x 39” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-1-926532-35-6

$5.95

$5.95

Oregon & Washington Coast Map

INCLUDING SW BRITISH COLUMBIA, CITY MAPS, LOCAL AREAS OF INTEREST
One side says Oregon and Washington Coast, flip side says Washington and Oregon Coast to
keep both states happy!

Detailed road map includes 15 maps in all.

2014, 4” x 9” folded, 27” x 39” unfolded, printed both sides, various scales, index.
ISBN 978-1-77068-343-3
$5.95

2013, 27”x39”unfolded,4”x9”folded,ferryinfo,index. ISBN978-1-77068-291-7

Napa Sonoma Wine Country Map & Guide

$5.95

Colorado Large Print Road Map

INCLUDING MENDOCINO & LAKE COUNTY WINERIES
One side maps Napa/Sonoma wine region, all wineries shown. Other side 2015, 27” x 39” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-1-77068-484-3
shows Mendocino and Lake. Notes on tasting, plus regional tasting rooms, Wyoming Large Print Road Map
index of wineries.
2015, 27” x 39” unfolded,4” x 9” folded, index. ISBN 978-1-77068-464-5
2014, 27” x 19.5” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded, indexes.
British Columbia Road Map
ISBN 978-1-77068-377-8 				
$5.95 2015, 25.5” x 19.5” unfolded, 4.25” x 9.25” folded, index. ISBN 978-1-77068-507-9

$5.95
$5.95
$5.95

Earthwalk Press Maps Handsome, affordable recreation maps have great features, cover popular destinations. 5- to 8-color maps enhance
readability and identify special features. Interpretive features, access info, regulations, permit info, more. Each map has a full-color cover photo.
Backpacker Magazine calls them “the ultimate maps” and “map makers that really go the extra mile.”

CALIFORNIA
Anza-Borrego Desert Region Rec. Map

Covers San Diego County’s diverse backcountry:
Anza-Borrego and Cuyamaca Rancho SPs, more.

2012, scale: inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. 6½” x 9” folded.
Waterproof: ISBN 978-0-915749-10-2 $9.95*
Recycled paper: ISBN 978-0-915749-52-2 $4.95*

WYOMING

ARIZONA
Grand Canyon National Park
Topographic Hiking Map & Guide

Yellowstone National Park
Hiking Map & Guide

Two maps in one for this wonder of the world!
Only topo map with full park, large scale. Text on campsites,
Entire Canyon, Bright Angel Trail in detail. Hermit, services, bears, more.
Grandview, North & South Kaibab, North & South 2011, Scale ⁄”=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. Folded 6½” x 9”.
Rim Trails.
Waterproof: ISBN 978-0-915749-08-9
$9.95*

2010, Grand Canyon Map scale: 1G”=1 mile, 80 foot
Recycled Paper: ISBN 978-0-915749-62-1
contours, 27” x 39” unfolded, 6I” x 9I” folded. Bright
Grand Teton National Park
Angel Map, scale: 2H” = 1 mile, 40 foot contours.
Great scale, lots of useful info covers namesake
Hiking Map & Guide
Recycled
paper
only:
ISBN
978-0-915749-29-4
$5.95*
park, 1000 Lakes and Caribou Wildernesses.

Lassen Volcanic National Park
Recreation Map & Guide

2012, scale 1 inch”=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. Folded 6½”x9”
Waterproof: ISBN 978-0-915749-17-1
$9.95*
Recycled Paper: ISBN 978-0-915749-53-9
$4.95*

Whiskeytown-Shasta-Trinity
National Recreation Area Map

Two maps in one, bestseller at park. One covers entire park,
80’ contours, 2nd covers popular area between Granite and Moran
Canyons. By two rangers who intimately know and love the park.
2011, Scale 1⅜”=1 mile, 40 ft. contours. 24” x 36”, Folded 6”x9¾”

IDAHO

Sawtooth Wilderness
Hiking Map & Guide

Waterproof: ISBN 978-0-915749-06-5
Recycled Paper: ISBN 978-0-915749-61-4

Only comprehensive topo of
Sawtooth Wilderness combines 26
Only topo map covering each lake in northern California’s 7.5-minute quads. All access areas.
top water recreation area: Whiskeytown, Shasta, Trinity and 2013, Scale 1⅜”=1 mile, 40 ft.
Lewiston Lakes.
contours. Folded 6½” x 9”.

Great Basin National Park
Hiking Map & Guide

Great reference for digital and film shooters covers the park.

2008, full color map with features and keys to photo info,
scale: 1 inch=1.42 miles, 11” x 8” folded, 27” x 39” unfolded.
ISBN 978-0-915749-25-6
$5.95*

WASHINGTON

Northern Wind River Range
Hiking Map & Guide

Mt. Rainier National Park
Hiking Map & Guide

Best Rainier topo, extensive text. Inset maps.
Only complete topo covering the park combines 2007, Scale 1¼”=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. Folded 6” x 10½”.
6 7.5-minute quads. Text has trail/route descriptions
Waterproof: ISBN 978-0-915749-16-4
$4.95*

2012, Scale 1 inch=1 mile, 40 ft. contours. 27” x 18”,
folded 6” x 6¾”.
Recycled paper: ISBN 978-0-915749-66-9
$3.95*
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Recycled Paper: ISBN 978-0-915749-59-1

$9.95*
$4.95*

Grand Teton National Park
Photographer’s Map & Guide

1993, Scale 1½ inch=1 mile except Trinity 1 inch=1 mile, Waterproof only: ISBN 978-0915749-18-5
$9.95*
50 & 100 ft. contours. Folded 6½” x 9”.
Recycled Paper only: ISBN 978-0-915749-54-6 $3.95*

NEVADA

$4.95*

$2.95*

Vast, rugged Wind River Range on two
maps combine 32 7.5-minute quads. Covers
Elkhart Park north. Text on history and trails.

2013, Scale 1⅜”=1 mile, 40 ft. contours.
Folded 6½” x 10”. Waterproof only :
ISBN 978-0-915749-20-1
$9.95*

Southern Wind River Range
Hiking Map & Guide

www.boredfeet.com
Phone: 888-336-6199

Covers from Elkhart Park south. Text on history and trails.

2014, Scale 1⅜”=1 mile, 40 ft. contours. Folded 6¾”x10”.
Waterproof only: ISBN 978-0-915749-21-8
$9.95*

Reference & Recreation Maps
Imus Geographics
Award-winning maps!

Essential Geography of the
United States of America

Enjoy a clear view of the USA with
this handsome map, the best, most
accurate map ever published of our
country. It is available rolled or as a
folded version, designed so its atlasstyle accordian fold is easy to browse
and refold perfectly. The map makes
US geography more understandable
by depicting our country with unique
clarity that lets you simultaneously see
everything. By showing 100s of iconic places that other maps
overlook, it allows you to find many personal connections to our
country. Imus’ intro is in English, Spanish and French, as are the
key, time zones and other key features. Shows high points of all
states, Continental Divide, Northern Divide, San Andreas Fault,
Pacific Crest Trail, Continental Divide Trail, Appalachian Trail,
national parks and monuments, lakes and rivers, major Indian
reservations and wilderness areas, mountain ranges, deserts,
highways, major universities, ocean features! The more you look
the more you see. Map’s back side has indexes for eight subjects,
handy User’s Guide, and notes other features.
“The Greatest Paper Map of the United States You’ll Ever See
... Made by one guy in Oregon.” ~ Slate.com, Jan. 2, 2012
2010, 35” x 50” wall map or 35” x 55” unfolded for the folded version,
6.25” x 8.75” folded, full color, scale 1: 9,000,000, 1” = about 143 miles.
Folded Map: ISBN 978-0-9818551-2-7.
$12.95
Rolled Map: ISBN 978-0-9818551-3-4
$31.95
Laminated Map: ISBN 978-0-9818551-4-1
$39.95

USA, California, Oregon, Alaska

Trails

of Northern San Mateo County
COASTSIDE, SKYLINE & FOOTHILLS
Complete map of parks and beaches from Daly City/Pacifica south to Half Moon Bay
and Woodside, 2nd edition of old Trails Coastside map. It shows 30 miles of coast and
beaches. The new map also extends east an extra 6 miles, adding 12 parks along redwood
crest of Santa Cruz Mountains, and in the foothills of Belmont, San Carlos, Woodside,
Redwood City.
The north map includes San Bruno Mountain, GGNP’s Milagra and Sweeney Ridges;
San Pedro Valley, Montara Mountain, Fitzgerald Marine Reserve. New parks include
Devils Slide Trail, GGNP’s Rancho Corral de Tierra. South map extends down coast from
Pillar Point past Half Moon Bay State Beach, plus Coastside and Cowell-Purisima Trail
bike paths. Includes Purisima Creek Redwoods, El Corte de Madera Creek Preserve, plus
Huddart, Wunderlich, Edgewood County Parks. Scale is perfect for seeing the whole
region at a glance, yet detailed enough to lead you along every trail. Trails are color-coded
to show hiking/bicycling/equestrian uses. Includes regional trails, brief descriptions of
each park.

2018, full-color, two-sided map with 40- or 50-foot contours, shaded relief. 3.75” x 9.5”
folded, 22” x 28” unfolded. 1.8 inches = 1 mile. Published by Pease Press.
ISBN 978-0-9649143-9-1 					
$7.95

Redwood Hikes Press
Detailed redwood parks trail/topo maps ideal for hikers. Also see page 8.

Bay Area Trail Map: Oakland Hills

and

Pleasanton Ridge

Only detailed trail map of region covers central section of East Bay hills. One side includes Redwood, Chabot,
Lake Chabot Regional Parks, Las Trampas Regional Wilderness, southern EBMUD watershed. Flip side has Garin
and Dry Creek Pioneer Regional Parks, Hayward Greenbelt, Dublin Hills, Pleasanton Ridge Regional Parks.

2014, scale 2.5”=1 mile, 40-foot contours, 4.33” x 9.25” folded, 27 x 39” unfolded, full color on both sides.
ISBN 978-1-934127-26-1 				
$7.95

Bay Area Trail Map: Carquinez Strait

and

Berkeley Hills

Great topo trail map to East Bay natural treasures shows regional parks from Carquinez Strait to Highway 24, and
east to Walnut Creek. Includes Tilden and Wildcat Regional Parks, Briones Regional Park, and EBMUD trails around
Briones and San Pablo Reservoirs. Also shows Carquinez Strait Regional Shoreline and Pinole Watershed trails.

2013, scale 2.5”=1 mile, 9.2” x 4.3” folded, 27” x 39” unfolded, 70 lb. matte coated paper, full color.
ISBN 978-1-934127-19-3 			
$7.95

Area Trail Map: Mt. Diablo State Park
Alaska Topographic Travel and Reference Map Bay
Covers Mt. Diablo & vicinity. One side has Mt. Diablo SP, Lime Ridge & Shell Ridge Open Space, Diablo
Beautiful, detailed full- color map depicts the vast state of
Alaska, showing national and state parks and monuments,
wildlife refuges, glaciers, roads, cities, towns, villages, islands,
airports, rivers, lakes, Iditarod Trail, more. Features include
Alaska Range, Brooks Range, other major ranges, Yukon River,
Kenai and Seward Peninsulas, Kodiak Island, Aleutian Islands,
more. No other map of Alaska combines the illustrative qualities
of detailed terrain shading with abundant information. About
3500 features are identified. Awarded “Best Reference Map” in
the annual map design competition, American Congress on
Surveying and Mapping.

Foothills Regional Park, Morgan Territory Regional Preserve. Flip side has maps of Los Vaqueros Watershed,
Round Valley Regional Preserve, Black Diamond Mines Regional Preserve, Brushy Peak Regional Preserve.

2015, full color map on waterproof plastic, 2.5”=1 mile. 26” x 39” unfolded, 4.3” x 9” folded, 40-foot
contours. Full color both sides. ISBN 978-1-934127-27-8			
$10.95

Bay Area Trail Map: Skyline Ridge, 3rd

ed.

Covers the many regional parks above Woodside, Palo Alto, Los Altos, Cupertino. Full coverage of hiking
trails, plus nearly all roads to help find trailheads. Shows how trails of neighboring parks connect, making it
easier to plan longer hikes. Trail mileages marked, most streets labeled. Old-growth redwoods areas shaded
dark green. Easier to read.

2017, full color map on waterproof plastic, 2.5”=1 mile. 26” x 39” unfolded, 4.3” x 9” folded. Full color
both sides.ISBN 978-1-934127-31-5					
$10.95

2004, scale: 1:3,000,000, 1 inch represents about 48 miles, 56¼” x 28½”
unfolded, 6.25” x 9.5” folded, printed on one side, index of places names.
ISBN 978-0-9665345-8-0 		
$14.95

Bay Area Trail Map: Big Basin

Oregon Topographic Road Map
& Travel Guide, 2nd Edition

2017, full color map on waterproof plastic, 2.5”=1 mile. 26” x 39” unfolded, 4.3” x 9” folded, 40-foot
contours. Full color both sides. ISBN 978-1-934127-32-2 			
$10.95

An essential map for residents and visitors. Front side has
a rich full-color map of the state, showing rivers, lakes, major
creeks, Pacific Crest Trail, roads, wilderness areas, national forests,
parks, monuments, campgrounds, cities, towns, more, with
many elevations shown. Flip side features Oregon Travel Guide
by William L. Sullivan, with a concise summary of ten regions,
plus 11 photos, mileage table, Index to Oregon Cities, Towns,
Localities, Sites.
2008, scale: 1:750,000, 1 inch represents about 10 miles, 39½” x 27”
unfolded, 6½” x 9 ” folded, printed on both sides.
ISBN 978-0-9665345-3-5 		
$9.95*

Mendocino Coast Recreation Map

and

Castle Rock, 4th

ed.

Covers Santa Cruz Mountains from Saratoga to coast around Ano Nuevo. All six state parks, many regional
parks, open space preserves. With entire Skyline-to-the-Sea Trail. Plus John Nicholas Trail in Sanborn County Park.

Henry Cowell, Wilder Ranch, & Nisene Marks Map, 2nd Ed.

Covers trails of Santa Cruz area. One side shows Cowell Redwoods SP, Wilder Ranch SP, Pogonip, UC
Santa Cruz. Flip side has Forest of Nisene Marks SP and Soquel State Forest. Trail distances marked.

Scale 2.5”=1 mile, 40-foot elevation contours, 4” x 9” folded, 18”x 28” unfolded, full color on both sides.
ISBN 978-1-934127-04-9			
$7.95

Portola Redwoods and Pescadero Creek Map

Only map showing trail systems of Portola and Pescadero parks on one sheet. Front shows Portola
Redwoods SP, Pescadero Creek, Sam McDonald, Memorial County Parks, Heritage Grove. Plus three Skyline
Ridge parks: Long Ridge, Upper Stevens Creek, Skyline Ridge. Back has blowups of central Portola Redwoods,
Sam McDonald, Memorial parks, plus coastline around Pescadero. Trail distances marked.

Full-color map printed both sides, 2”=1 mile, 40-foot contour lines,4” x 9” folded, 28” x 18” unfolded.
2016. Waterproof stock. ISBN 978-1-934127-05-6 			
$7.95

Trails of Northeast Marin County, 2nd Edition
Great map has much info about diverse recreational choices on the Mendo coast.
This handsome, easy-to-read map shows trails for hiking, bicycling and
Has 8 maps on one sheet, 5 large and 3 small. Central Section, most of one side, covers equestrians in China Camp State Park, Olompali State Park, 17 Marin Open
abundant state parks and mountain bike trails from Ten Mile Dunes to Little River’s Space Preserves, four county parks, the Big Rock Ridge Area of Marin Open
Buckhorn Cove and inland to most of Jackson State Forest. North Section covers from Space District, and more. Text describes trails, parks, areas open to dogs,
Humboldt-Mendo county line to Ten Mile River, inland to Standish-Hickey. South and public transit available.
Section spans from Buckhorn Cove to Gualala Point Park, inland to Comptche and
Gualala’s Bower Park. Inset maps: Town of Mendocino, Fort Bragg, Noyo Harbor, Full-color map with features and 40’ elevation contours, 3¾” x 8½” folded, 25½” x
34” unfolded, Nov 2003. Published by Pease Press.
Albion, Gualala. Index of rec sites and trails, plus key phone numbers.
ISBN 978-0-9649143-3-9
$6.95
2015, full-color map printed both sides with shaded relief, 4 1/8” x 8½”
folded, 22 3/8” x 34¼” unfolded, various scales, main map 1” = 0.6 mile, www.boredfeet.com
includes 8 maps, 4 color photographs. Published by GeoGraphics Maps
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$8.95* Phone: 888-336-6199

Tom Harrison’s Great California Maps
Great California Trail & Recreation Maps
Bored Feet proudly distributes Tom Harrison’s wonderful line of maps. All the maps, published by
Tom Harrison Maps, are currently in stock and available through Bored Feet. All are up-to-date
shaded-relief topographic maps on waterproof plastic.
Yosemite Park & Vicinity
Yosemite National Park Recreation Map
Covers the vast park plus adjacent areas.

2015, scale:1 inch=1.97 miles, 200 ft. contours. 28½” x
25½” unfolded, 4¾” x 8⅝” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-50-5 		
$10.95

Map

of

Yosemite Valley

Covers Yosemite High Country: all official Valley trails and
more with info in five languages: English, Spanish, German,
French and Japanese. With elevation profiles of hikes: Half
Dome, El Capitan, Glacier Point, Yosemite Falls, Nevada Fall and
Bridalveil Fall.

2014, scale: 1 inch=2000 ft., 40 ft. contours. 26⅜” x 17”
unfolded, 4⅜” x 8¾” folded.
ISBN 978-0-9915784-3-6		
$10.95

Yosemite High Country Trail Map

Detailed map covers the heart of this vast park, including
Merced Lake, Wawona, Ten Lakes, Tuolumne Meadows, Tioga Pass,
Vogelsang, Bridalveil Creek, Hall Research Natural Area, more.

2015, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours.
25¾” x 35¾” unfolded, 4¼” x 7⅛” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-58-1		

$10.95

New topo map covers the western portion of Yosemite
National Park. Includes Lake Vernon, Laurel Lake, Lake
Eleanor, Cherry Lake, Pate Valley, White Wolf, Kibbie Lake,
Rancheria Falls and more.

$8.95

Tuolumne Meadows &
High Sierra Camp Loop Trail Map

Covers the popular high country around Tuolumne
Meadows in detail, including the entire High Sierra Camps
Loop––May Lake, Glen Aulin, Vogelsang, Merced Lake and
Sunrise––plus Tenaya Lake and Waterwheel Falls.

2015, scale: 1 inch=⅔ mile, 80 ft. contours.
17” x 26½” unfolded, 4¼” x 8¾” folded.
ISBN 978-0-9915784-1-2		

$10.95

Half Dome Trail Map

Ideal map for the popular hike to top of Half Dome
includes Little Yosemite Valley, Glacier Point, Yosemite
Creek, Tenaya Lake and more.

2014, scale: 1 inch=½ mile, 80 ft. contours.
17¼” x 26K” unfolded, 4¼” x 8I” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-70-3		

$10.95

Hoover Wilderness Trail Map

Eastside access around Bridgeport, west of Hwy. 395 from
Hwy. 108 south to Conway Summit. Includes Twin Lakes,
Lundy Canyon, Green Creek, Virginia Creek Canyon, Buckeye
Creek, Leavitt Meadows, Matterhorn Peak and Yosemite North
Boundary area. Includes proposed wilderness additions.

2016, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours.
25¾” x 27” unfolded, 4¼” x 6¾” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-89-5		

$10.95

Emigrant Wilderness Trail Map

Covers entire 113,000-acre Emigrant Wilderness and
northwest portion of Yosemite Park with access from Highway
108/Sonora Pass and Cherry Lake area west of Yosemite.

2016, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours.
24½” x 26⅜” unfolded, 4¼” x 8M” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-73-4		

$10.95

The Mono Lake Map

Covers the ancient lake east of Yosemite Park, including
Mono Basin Scenic Area, Lee Vining, South Tufa, Mono Lake
County Park, lower Lundy Canyon, Panum Crater and more.

2014, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours.
17⅛” x 26½” unfolded, 4¼” x 9” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-78-9		
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More Sierra Maps
John Muir Trail Map-Pack

Ingenious package for John Muir Trail hikers! These 13 maps
cover entire JMT in traditional topo scale for the Sierra, weighing
only 2.2 ounces. Separate key page shows nearby trailheads.

2015, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. 8⅝” x 11⅝”
shrink-wrapped. ISBN 978-1-877689-34-5 $21.95

Sierra National Forest Recreation Map

Completely covers both parks plus
adjacent areas in Sierra, Sequoia and
Inyo National Forests plus parts of
Giant Sequoia Monument.

Most information about this vast national forest west
and south of Yosemite Park that is available on one map.
Includes large portions of vast Ansel Adams and John Muir
Wilderness Areas. Trails, campgrounds, and roads are shown.

2016, scale: 1 inch=1.97 miles, 200
ft. contours. 25¾” x 35¾” unfolded,
4¼” x 7⅛” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-49-9 $10.95

July 2017, 1 inch=2½ miles, 200 ft. contours, 26” x 38”
unfolded, 4½” x 6” folded. ISBN 978-0-9818344-5-0 $10.95

Ansel Adams Wilderness Trail Map

Latest info on this immense, gorgeous 229,000-acre Sierra
Nevada Wilderness, which covers much of the Eastern Sierra
south of Tioga Pass and some of the Western Sierra between
Detailed map covers the heart of the park’s famed backcountry, Yosemite and Kings Canyon National Parks. Covers from Lake
including Cedar Grove, Rae Lakes, Paradise Valley, Kearsarge Thomas Edison in the south to Lee Vining in the north and
Pass, LeConte Canyon, Dusy Basin, Palisades Basin, Ionian Basin, from Chiquito Pass in the west to Mammoth Lakes in the east.
Goddard Divide, Enchanted Gorge and more in the park, plus
Crown Valley, Tehipite Valley, Blackcap Mountain and more outside 2015, Scale: 1:79,200 (1”=1.25 miles). Contour interval:
80 feet. Unfolded size: 25” x 38”. Folded size: 4” x 7.5”.
park boundaries.

Kings Canyon High
Country Trail Map

2016, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours.
37⅝” x 26⅜” unfolded, 4½” x 7½” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-45-1 		

ISBN : 978-0-9818344-2-9		

$10.95

Lake Tahoe & Tahoe Rim Trail Recreation Map

Covers entire Tahoe Basin and adjacent lands, including entire
Tahoe Rim Trail. Meeks Bay, Kings Beach, Emerald Bay, Granlibakken,
Tahoe Meadows, South Lake Tahoe, Alpine Meadows, Fallen Leaf
Popular Eastern Sierra trailheads outside Bishop at North Lake, Echo Summit, Big Meadow, Hope Valley, Homewood, eastern
Lake, South Lake and Lake Sabrina lead into Kings Canyon Desolation Wilderness, Echo Lakes, more.
high country: Evolution Valley, Goddard Canyon, Mt. Goddard,
Evolution Basin, Ionian Basin, Dusy Basin and LeConte 2016, scale: 1 inch=1⅛” miles, 80 ft. contours. 19” x 39⅝”
Canyon, plus John Muir Wilderness areas like Humphreys unfolded, 4¾”x 8⅝” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-59-8 $10.95
Basin beyond Piute Pass east of park.
Desolation Wilderness Trail Map
2016, scale: 1 inch=¾ mile, 80 ft. contours.
Covers entire 63,475-acre Desolation Wilderness––
26½” x 18” unfolded, 4¼” x 8I” folded.
Rockbound Valley, Rubicon River, Lake Aloha plus the many
ISBN 978-0-9915784-2-9 		
$10.95
smaller lakes––plus Echo Lakes, Fallen Leaf Lake, Loon Lake,
Wrights Lake, Emerald Bay and Lake Tahoe’s southwest shore.
The Palisades Trail Map
Detailed map to popular backpacking/climbing area in Kings 2015, scale: 1 inch=⅔ mile, 40 ft. contours. 25I” x 25I”
Canyon backcountry, accessible from the east side via Bishop and unfolded, 4⅜”x 8⅝” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-61-1 $10.95
Big Pine Canyons. Palisades Crest is among Sierra’s most remarkable
Dinkey Lakes Wilderness Trail Map
areas. Map covers six peaks over 14,000 feet and many over 13,000.
Covers the 30,000-acre wilderness near Huntington Lake east
2015, scale: 1 inch= ½ mile, 80 foot contours, 24” x 18”
of Fresno, separated from the adjacent John Muir Wilderness by a
unfolded, 4” x 9” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-97-0 $10.95
single dirt road. Covers 16 small lakes and two prominent peaks.

$10.95

Bishop Pass North Lk.-South Lk. Loop Map

Hetch Hetchy Trail Map

2006, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours,
18” x 24” unfolded, 4” x 9” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-93-2		

Sequoia-Kings Canyon & Vicinity
Sequoia & Kings Canyon
National Parks Recreation Map

Trail Maps/Recreation Maps

$10.95

Kearsarge Pass-Rae Lakes Loop Trail Map

Eastern Sierra’s Onion Valley trailhead leading to John Muir 2017, scale: 1 inch=O mile, 18” x 24” unfolded, 4½” x
$10.95
Wilderness and Kings Canyon high country like Rae Lakes Loop, 8” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-98-7
Paradise Valley, Vidette Meadow, Charlotte Lake and more. Bubbs Creek Golden Trout Wilderness Trail Map
trailhead at Kings Canyon’s Cedar Grove too.
Excellent 308,000-acre wilderness in southern Sierra includes
2016, scale: 1 inch=⅔ mile, 80 ft. contours. 17¼” x 26½”
Kern and Little Kern Rivers, Monache Mountain, Cottonwood
unfolded, 4¼” x 8M” folded.
Pass, Mineral King, Mountain Home State Forest and more.

ISBN 978-0-9915784-4-3 		

$10.95

Mt. Whitney High Country Trail Map

2015, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. 38⅜” x 26½”
unfolded, 4⅜” x 7I” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-76-5 $10.95

Sequoia Park westside trailheads –– Giant Forest, Lodgepole and
Mineral King –– plus eastside Whitney Portal trailhead lead to Sequoia- Mammoth High Country Trail Map
Eastside access from Lee Vining and Hwy 120 /Tioga Pass south to
Kings Canyon Wilderness including High Sierra Trail, Pear Lake,
Kern Canyon, Bearpaw Meadow, Roaring River, Mt. Whitney, Triple McGee Creek. Includes June Lakes, Minarets, Ritter Range, Convict
Divide Peak, Little Five Lakes and more. Also Jennie Lake Wilderness, Lake, Mono Craters, Devils Postpile, Mammoth Lakes, Agnew
Meadows, eastern Ansel Adams Wilderness, northern Muir Wild., more.
Cottonwood Pass, New Army Pass.

2015, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours.
37¾” x 25¾” unfolded, 4⅜” x 7½” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-51-2 		

2016, scale: 1”=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. 4¼” x 7” folded,
25¾” x 28” unfolded. ISBN 978-1-877689-56-7 $10.95

$10.95

Mono Divide High Country Trail Map

Covers parts of John Muir, Ansel Adams and Dinkey
Detailed map of Mt. Whitney and vicinity includes Whitney Wildernesses via Bishop Pass area and Rock Creek trailheads
on eastside, plus Florence and Edison Lakes on westside,
Portal, Crabtree, Rock Creek and Cottonwood Lakes.
Pine Creek, Piute Pass, Silver Pass, Mono Hot Springs, more.
2016, scale: 1 inch=½ mile, 80 ft. contours.

Mt. Whitney Zone Trail Map

18” x 26⅜” unfolded, 4¼” x 8I” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-69-7		

$10.95

Mineral King Trail Map

2016, scale: 1”=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. 35” x 26¼” unfolded,
4⅜” x 7” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-46-8
$10.95

Devils Postpile Minarets Trail Map

Now includes Hockett Plateau.

East Sierra access via Mammoth, Agnew Meadows, June

Lakes Loop to Ansel Adams Wilderness & Devils Postpile
2014, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. 17⅛” x 26½”
unfolded, 4¼” x 8M” folded. ISBN 978-0-9915784-6-7 $10.95 Nat’l Monument, including Thousand Island Lake, Minarets.
2016, scale: 1 inch=⅝ mile, 80 ft. contours. 17” x 26¼”
Kaiser Wilderness Trail Map
This 22,700-acre Central Sierra Wilderness above Huntington unfolded, 4¼” x 8¾” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-67-3 $10.95

The Bodie Hills Map

Lake is lightly traveled, with about 24 lakes.

2013, scale 1.5”=1 mile, 40-foot contours,
folded size 4” x 8.75”, unfolded: 17” x 26”.
ISBN 978-0- 9818344-7-4		

www.boredfeet.com
Phone: 888-336-6199

$9.95

Map for travelers visiting the old ghost town of Bodie,
covers Bodie State Park, surrounding Bodie Hills, Geiger
Grade, Masonic Mining District, Aurora Canyon, Travertine
Hot Springs and nearby Bridgeport and Bridgeport Reservoir.

2009, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours, 21H” x 18H”
unfolded, 3H” x 9H” folded. ISBN 978-0-9818344-1-2 $9.95

Tom Harrison’s Great California Maps
Southern California L.A. Area Maps More Southern California Maps
Note: The four maps below combine to cover the entire
Santa Monica Mountains Backbone Trail plus the many
connecting trails of Santa Monica Mountains National
Recreation Area and surrounding public lands.

Topanga State Park Trail Map

Sespe Wilderness Trail Map

Covers 219.000-acre wilderness near Ojai, including
Shows all area state parks, Lake Sonoma Recreation Area (BLM),
Pine Mtn., Piedra Blanca, Sespe Hot Springs, Lake Piru, and all Sonoma County Regional Parks. Also shows preserves and other
Wheeler Gorge, Topatopa Mtns., Rose Valley, more.
conservation lands.

$9.95

2017, scale: 1 inch=1.97 miles, 50 meter (164 ft.)
contours, 37¾” x 18”, unfolded, 4½” x 8 ” folded.
Zuma-trancas canyons trail map
$10.95
West L.A. County and east Ventura County trails just ISBN 978-1-877689-53-6

beyond Malibu and in Santa Monica Mountains NRA. Includes Mojave Nat’l. Preserve Rec. Map
Circle X Ranch, Rocky Oaks, Arroyo Sequit, Backbone Trail,
Greatly improved! Covers entire vast preserve––
Malibu Springs, Leo Carrillo State Park, Zuma-Trancas Cima Dome, Mojave Road, Hole-in-the-Wall––Mid
Canyons, Malibu Nature Preserve and Charmlee Wilderness Hills, Providence Mountains, New York Mountains,
Park.
Clark Mountains––plus Kelso Dunes Wilderness,
2012, scale: 1 inch= ½ mile, 40 & 50 ft. contours. 18” x Bristol Mountains Wilderness and several more small
surrounding wildernesses.
24” unfolded, folded size: 4½” x 8”.

ISBN 978-1-877689-87-4 		

$9.95

2015, scale: 1 inch=3 miles, 200 ft. contours,
26” x 38” unfolded, 4¼” x 7 “ folded.
$10.95
Map covers Ventura County’s west end of the Santa Monica ISBN 978-0-9818344-6-7

Point Mugu State Park Trail Map

Mountains NRA including Backbone Trail, Pt. Mugu State San Diego Backcountry Rec. Map
Park –– Sycamore Canyon, La Jolla Valley Natural Preserve,
Covers entire Anza-Borrego Desert State Park,
Boney Mtn. State Wilderness –– Circle X Ranch, Arroyo adjacent Cuyamaca Rancho State Park plus nearby public
Sequit, Malibu Springs, Rancho Sierra Vista, Rancho Potrero lands––Laguna Recreation Area, Sawtooth Mountains
Open Space, Deer Creek Canyon and Leo Carrillo State Park. Wilderness, Carrizo Gorge Wilderness and more.

2014, scale: 1 inch= ½ mile, 40 ft. contours. 24” x 18”
unfolded, folded size: 4” x 9”.
ISBN 978-1-877689-88-8 		
$9.95

Angeles Front Country Trail Map

Northern California Maps
Sonoma County Outdoor Recreation Map

Urban playground map includes Topanga and Will Rogers 2017, scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 100 ft. contours, 37.75”
State Parks, Tuna Canyon, Backbone Trail, Redrock Canyon, x 25.875” unfolded, 4.25” x 7.5” folded.
$10.95
Temescal Gateway Park, Westridge Canyonback Park and ISBN 978-1-877689-64-2
more.
Death Valley Nat’l. Park Rec. Map
Includes entire park plus surrounding areas: Skidoo,
2014, scale: 1 inch= ½ mile, 40 ft. contours. 18” x 24”
Ballarat, Badwater, Shoshone, Ridgecrest, Darwin Falls,
unfolded, folded size: 4½” x 8”.
ISBN 978-1-877689-85-7		
$9.95 Saline Valley, Eureka Dunes, Furnace Creek, Zabriskie
Point, Scotty’s Castle, Stovepipe Wells, Panamint Valley,
Malibu Creek State Park Trail Map
Teakettle Junction, Inyo Mountains Wilderness, 14
More urban playgrounds to west of Topanga includes other small wilderness areas and more.
Malibu Creek State Park, Castro Crest, Corral Canyon,
Backbone Trail, Solstice Canyon, Paramount Ranch, 2016, scale: 1 inch=3.95 miles, 200 ft. contours,
Escondido Canyon Natural Area, Cold Creek, Liberty Canyon 25¾” x 37½” unfolded, 4¼” x 7 ” folded.
$10.95
and Udell Gorge Natural Preserves, Liberty Canyon Park, Las ISBN 978-1-877689-57-4
View Park and more.
Joshua Tree Nat’l. Park Rec. Map
Covers entire Joshua Tree National Park and
2014, scale: 1 inch= ½ mile, 40 ft. contours. 18” x 24”
surrounding access points.
unfolded, folded size: 4½” x 8”.

ISBN 978-1-877689-86-4		

Trail Maps/Recreation Maps

2015, 4.5” x 8.5” folded, 27” x 34” unfolded, scale: 1”=2 mi.
ISBN 978-0-9915784-7-4 			
$10.95

Point Reyes National Seashore Trail Map

Covers the entire park plus surrounding public lands:Tomales
Bay State Park, Samuel P. Taylor State Park, Bolinas Ridge, Audubon
Canyon Ranch, and Bolinas.

2016, scale: 1 inch=4000 ft., 80 ft. contours. 26½” x 34” unfolded,
4½” x 6 ” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-55-0
$10.95

Mt. Tam Trail Map

Covers public lands of south Marin County: Muir Woods National
Monument, Mt. Tamalpais State Park, Marin County Open Space,
Marin Municipal Water District, and GGNRA.

2016, scale: 1 inch=2000 ft., 40ft. contours. 18” x 26 ” unfolded,
4¼” x 8¾” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-74-1
$10.95

South Marin Trail Map

Covers public lands of south Marin County southeast of Mt. Tam
Map. Includes Marin Headlands of GGNRA, Fort Baker, Fort Cronkhite,
Tennessee Valley, Rodeo Valley, Oakwood Valley, Tiburon Peninsula,
Ring Mountain Preserve, Sausalito, Mill Valley, Angel Island, more.

2014, scale: 1 inch= 2000 ft., 40 ft. contours. 17” x 26½”
unfolded, 4¼” x 8M” folded. ISBN 978-0-9915784-0-5

$9.95

Dipsea & Mountain Play Trail Map

Shows the famous Dipsea Trail and connectors leading to Mountain
Theater on Mt Tam. Detailed map covers popular trails used by many
people––hikers, runners, cyclists on the adjacent fire road.

2011, scale: 1:15,840 (1 inch=¼ mile), 40 ft. contours, 18” x 24”
unfolded, 4½” x 8” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-91-8
$9.95

Pine Mountain Trail Map

Covers area between Mt. Tam and Pt. Reyes maps with most detailed
map of Audubon Canyon Ranch, Marin Water District Lands and Open
Space Preserves: Loma Alta, Gary Giacomini, Roy’s Redwoods, French
Ranch, White Hill, Cascade Canyon, more.

2018, scale: 1 inch=2000 ft., 40 ft. contours. 18” x 26 ”unfolded,
$10.95
2016, Scale: 1 inch=1.97 miles, 200 ft. contours. 21 4½” x 9” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-82-6
” x 35” unfolded, folded size: 4¼” x 7¼”.
Big Rock Ridge-Indian Valley Trail Map
ISBN 978-1-877689-54-3
$10.95
This north central Marin map covers popular Big Rock Trail,

Cuyamaca Rancho State Park Trail Map

Map covers Angeles National Forest north of Pasadena
Detailed coverage of this state park includes
and Tujunga, including Tujunga Canyon, Fall Canyon, Eaton Cuyamaca Peak, Green Valley, Stonewall Peak, Lake
Canyon, Mt. Gleason, Pacifico Mountains, Mt. Wilson, Cuyamaca, Sweetwater River, Paso Picacho and more.
Mendenhall Ridge, plus Verdugo Mountains, Vasquez Rocks 2014, Scale: 1 inch=½ mile, 80 ft. contours. 15½”
County Park, Deukmejian Wilderness Park and more.

x 25¾” unfolded, folded size: 3 ” x 8¾”.
2013, Scale: 1 inch=1 mile, 80 ft. contours. 29⅛” x 25½” ISBN 978-1-877689-79-6
$9.95
unfolded, folded size: 4¼” x 7¼”.
S
an Jacinto Wilderness Trail Map
ISBN 978-1-877689-65-9		
$9.95

McInnis County Park, and Open Space Preserve lands: Marinwood,
Terra Linda-Sleepy Hollow Divide, Lucas Valley, Ignacio Valley, Loma
Alta, Loma Verde, Indian Valley, San Pedro Mtn. and more.

2007, scale: 1 inch=2000 feet, 40 foot contours, 18” x 24”
unfolded, 4” x 9” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-95-6
$8.95

Novato-North Marin Trail Map

Map includes Olompali State Park, Stafford Lake Cty. Park, Petaluma
Marsh, and these Open Space Preserves: Mt. Burdell, Rush Creek, Deer
San Jacinto Mountains between Palm Springs and Island, Indian Tree, Little Mountain, Verissimo Hills, more.
Angeles High Country Trail Map
Idyllwild also includes Mt. San Jacinto State Park 2007, scale: 1 inch=2000 feet, 40 foot contours, 18” x 24”
Covers Angeles and San Bernardino National Forests north Wilderness, Long Valley, Round Valley, Tahquitz Peak, unfolded, 4” x 9” folded.
of Monrovia and Alta Loma, including San Gabriel Wilderness, Fuller Ridge and more.
ISBN 978-1-877689-96-3			
$8.95
Sheep Mtn, Wilderness, Cucamonga Wilderness, Mt. San 2017, Scale: 1 inch= mile, 80 ft. contours. 18” x
San Rafael-Central Marin Trail Map
Antonio, Mt Baldy, Crystal Lake Recreation Area, Devils
26½” unfolded, folded size: 4½” x 8¾”.
Map of Marin’s most populous quadrant has ample public spaces:
Punchbowl County Park and more.
ISBN 978-1-877689-43-7
$10.95 China Camp State Park, Barbier Memorial Park, McNears Beach
2015, Scale: 1 inch=½ mile, 80 ft. contours. 28⅝ ” x 26”
San Gorgonio Wilderness Trail Map County Park, Corte Madera Marsh, and these Open Space Preserves:
unfolded, folded size: 4¼ ” x 7¼”.
San Bernardino Mountains north of namesake town Terra Linda/Sleepy Hollow, San Rafael, Sun Valley, Baltimore Canyon,
ISBN 978-1-877689-62-8		
$10.95
covered in detail: Barton Flats, Heart Bar, Forest Falls, Blithedale Summit, King Mtn., more.
Mt. Wilson Trail Map
Fish Crk, Vivian Crk, Aspen Grove, Oak Glen, more. 2007, scale: 1 inch=2000 feet, 40 foot contours, 18” x 24”
Detailed map of Angeles National Forest Front Country 2014, Scale: 1 inch = 1 mile, 80 ft. contours.
unfolded, 4” x 9” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-94-9
$8.95
north of Altadena includes Gabrileno Trail, Mt. Wilson Trail,
32⅛”
x
24⅛”
unfolded,
folded
size:
4
”
x
8
”.
P
innacles
N
ational
P
ark
T
rail
M
ap
Silver Moccasin Trail, Chantry Flat, Strawberry Peak, Arroyo
$10.95
Map covers all of this new national park east of Soledad and the
Seco, Mt. Lowe, Red Box, Colby Canyon, Josephine Peak and ISBN 978-0-9915784-5-0
Salinas Valley in central California. This expanded 26,600-acre park
more.
Cheeseboro-Palo Comado Canyon
covers an unusual area of high ridges and steep canyons in the arid
2013, Scale: 1 inch=½ mile, 80 ft. contours. 26.5” x 17” Trail Map
Gabilan Mountains. Includes the Pinnacles Wilderness. Includes the
unfolded, folded size: 4.25” x 8.75”.
2012, 1 inch=½ mile, 40 ft. contours, 18” x 24”
nearly 16,000-acre Hain Wilderness.

ISBN 978-0-9818344-9-8		

$9.95

Verdugo Mountains Trail Map

The Verdugos cover a portion of the LA Basin adjacent to
Burbank and Glendale. Many day-hikers and mountain bikers
use this rugged area extensively.

2006, scale: 1 inch= 2000 ft, 80 ft. contours, 18” x 24”
unfolded, 4” x 9” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-92-5		
$8.95

unfolded. 4½” x 6” folded.
ISBN 978-0-9818344-4-3.

$9.95

Mt. Baldy-Cucamonga Wilderness
Trail Map
2016, Scale: 1 inch=½ mile, 80 ft. contours.
17¼” x 26½” unfolded, folded size: 4¼” x 8M”.
ISBN 978-1-877689-66-6
$10.95

www.boredfeet.com
Email: boredft@mcn.org

2018, 1 inch=0.5 mile, 40-ft. contours, 17” x 26” unfolded,
4.25” x 8.75” folded.
ISBN 978-1-877689-99-4		
$10.95

Mt. Shasta Wilderness Trail Map

Covers all trailheads and trails plus climbing routes.

2016, scale: 1 inch=.5 mile, 40 ft. contours, 25.75” x 36.5”
unfolded, 4.375” x 7.5” folded. ISBN 978-1-877689-75-8 $10.95
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Literary & Lifestyle Playing Cards
Marvelous products created by two gentlemen from San Francisco,
these quality playing cards feature full color designs. Each card
features a great quote or image, or both. All by Prospero Art.

Mark Twain Playing Cards
55 QUOTES BY MARK TWAIN,

Native American Playing Cards

Samuel Clemens (1835-1910), better known
as Mark Twain, is the father of American literature.
He and his characters spring to life in this
colorful deck celebrating his vibrant, humorous
writing. The cards feature color drawings of the
many memorable American characters he created.
Perfect for riverboat gamblers and all fans of
American literature! New edition has 13 new quotes.

Deck features 55 photos by Edward Curtis (1868-1952),
who made over 40,000 images of 80+ tribes. Sure to be the hit
of any card game and the object of collectors!

Origins

of

Lacrosse Playing Cards

Padover’s images of Native Americans playing lacrosse.

Standard poker-size deck (with a key card with “Origins of Lacrosse”).
ISBN 978-0-9798182-8-8.
$7.95

Jane Austen Playing Cards

This card deck features Jane Austen’s popular works,
with classic art by Hugh Thomson and Chris Hammond,
one of the first women illustrators to get paid a man’s wages
for her work. Hearts have images and quotes from Pride and
Prejudice, clubs portray Emma, diamonds show Sense and
Sensibility, and spades represent Persuasion.

Standard poker size deck,2.5” x 3.5” plasticized playing cards, 55 per box (4
suits of 13, two jokers and a key card with Twain biography.
ISBN 978-0-9798182-6-4 			
$7.95 per deck

Shakespeare Playing Cards

A QUOTE FROM THE BARD ON EVERY CARD
Choose between these three great versions:

Standard deck. ISBN 978-0-9821232-7-0

A different quote on each card, every one of Shakespeare’s 38 plays
is quoted at least once. The quote on each number card contains that
number in the quote.
$7.95 per deck

Volume Two: Shakespeare’s Insults

You will find a hilarious or cutting insult from the Bard on every
card. The insults also come from the plays, but might come in handy
in a cutthroat poker, hearts or bridge game.
$7.95 per deck

Alice in Wonderland
Playing Cards

Follow Alice down the rabbit-hole into Lewis
Carroll’s fantasy realm of talking playing cards and colorful
characters. Every card features a quote from Carroll’s tales
plus the full color artwork of John Tenniel featured in the
classic original edition.
Available with either blue or red backs!
Standard decks. 2007.
Red-backed deck: ISBN 978-0-9798182-2-6
Blue-backed decks: ISBN 978-0-9798182-1-8

55 VINTAGE ILLUSTRATIONS
This amusing deck features classic illustrations of
chickens from old note cards. Includes 35 varieties of birds
plus plenty of adorable chicks.

Get both decks and save. A great gift for literate friends!
$14.95 per set

Old Testament Playing Cards
Standard deck . ISBN 978-0-9821232-6-3

Standard poker size deck ISBN 978-0-9798182-9-5.

$7.95 per deck

Garden & Flowers
Playing Cards

Nutcracker Ballet Playing Cards

Features all the colorful characters from Tchaikovsky’s
popular holiday ballet.
Standard deck. Red-backed decks: ISBN 978-0-9821232-0-1.

$7.95 per deck

Wagner’s Ring Playing Cards
RING OF THE NIEBELUNGEN

With 55 color illustrations by Arthur Rackham

English illustrator Rackham is famous for illustrating
children’s books. But he also illustrated Wagner’s Ring, a cycle of
four operatic works based on Norse mythology.
Standard deck. 2010 ISBN 978-0-9821232-4-9

54 VINTAGE SEED PACKETS &
CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATIONS
Colorful deck features illustrations
from late 19th century-early 20th century American seed
packets and catalogs. Fruit, vegetables, flowers from a classic
era of illustration.
Standard poker-size deck. ISBN 978-0-939431-72-4

$7.95 per deck

Retailers: Any order of 12 or more decks gets a free
ringed sample of your choice to display. Increase sales!
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$7.95 per deck
$7.95 per deck

Chickens Playing Cards

Shakespeare Bridge Set
Includes two standard decks. 		

$7.95 per deck

Available with either copper or gold backs!

Volume One: Quotes from Shakespeare’s Plays

Standard deck. ISBN 978-0-9798182-1-9 		

OUR BESTSELLING DECK!

Standard poker size deck, 2.5” x 3.5” plasticized playing cards, 55 per
box (4 suits of 13, two jokers and a key card with Curtis biography
and photograph). ISBN 978-0-9821232-8-7
$7.95 per deck

Illustrations by Jan Padover

Standard deck. ISBN 978-0-9798182-0-2

Playing Cards are Hot Items!

www.boredfeet.com
Phone: 888-336-6199

$7.95 per deck

$7.95

